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TWIMS Travelling-Wave Ion Mobility Spectrometry

DC Direct Current

API Atmospheric Pressure Ionization

FAIMS High Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometer

SLIM Structure for Lossless Ion Manipulation

PCB Printed Circuit Boards

HVP-VFDT High Voltage Pulse - Varying Field Drift Tube

TIMS Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometers

OMS Overtone Mobility Spectrometers

DMS Differential Mobility Spectrometers

ROMIAC Radial Opposed Migration of Ion and Aerosol Classifier

FIMS Fast Integrated Mobility Spectrometers

DDA Diffusion Differential Analyzer

OSA Oversampling Selective Accumulation
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CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

FWHM Full width at half-maximum

CPC Condensation Particle Counter

SMPS Scanning Mobility Particle Size

TBA Tetrabutylammonium bromide

TPA Tetrapentylammonium bromide

TXA Tetrahexylammonium bromide

THA Tetraheptylammonium bromide

ATD Arrival Time Distribution

FAPA Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow

FVP-VFDT High Voltage Pulse - Varying Field Drift Tube

HFP High Field Pulsing

LF Linear Field

SDS Statistical Diffusion Simulation

PEG Polyethylene-glycol

PCL Polycapro-lactone

PDMS Polydimethylsiloxane

MD Molecular Dynamics

IEM Ion Evaporation Model

CRM Charge Residue Model

CEM Chain Ejection Model

TOF Time of Flight
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ABSTRACT

Drift tubes (DT) are prominent tools used in Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS) to separate

ions in the gas phase due to their difference in mobility. While prominently used for small ions

(< 10nm), their use for larger particles (up to 100nm) is limited and can only be attempted

at atmospheric pressure due to diffusion. A system that specializes in high sensitivity larger

particles (up to 1000nm) is the Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA), but lacks in resolution

(< 10 for particles 30-1000nm). The idea behind this work is to be able to design a new IMS

system based on similar principles to the DT but that allows high resolution and sensitivity

for a large range of sizes if possible. The primary idea revolves around the principle of non-

constant linear fields to try and control the width of the ion packet as it travels through

the system. The first attempt was an Inverted Drift Tube (IDT) which lacked sufficient

sensitivity. This was followed by the development of the Varying Field Drift Tube (VFDT)

which was the first of such systems to perform better than a regular DT, but only marginally.

Finally, the last version of the system included a secondary pulse and labeled High Voltage

Pulse - Varying Field Drift Tube (HVP-VFDT), which solved some of the issues of the VFDT

and was able to achieve resolving powers of 250, 3-5 times higher than regular DT.

In the IDT system, a gas flow is used to drive the packet of ions through the drift region

while a linearly increasing electric field which is in the opposite direction of the flow is used

to slow down the ions and separate them. In this regime, it is the largest ions that arrive at

the detector first, hence the name Inverted Drift Tube. This technique would allow larger

ions and particles to be detected. At the same time, the linear field can be shown to have

diffusion constriction (auto-correction) properties, where the broad distributions may be

narrowed in the axial direction. However, the gas flow is difficult to control well and the

parabolic velocity profile of the gas flow in the tube is a unfavorable factor for the system.

To avoid the issue of the parabolic velocity but still take into account the VFDT takes

the advantage of the diffusion auto-correction, the gas flow is suppressed and a linearly

decreasing field is used to drive the ions. By solving the Nernst-Planck equation, we show

that the VFDT has a spatial resolving power that is much higher than that of the regular DT.

A DT was built and tested using a mixture of tetraalkylammonium salts. The transformation
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from the raw variable arrival time distribution to collision cross section or mobility diameter

is derived and the linear relationship makes it simple for calibration and transformation. A

resolving power of over 90 is achieved experimentally although higher resolving powers were

expected theory.

It turns out that the difference between theory and experiments had to do with the fact

that in the VFDT, the spatial and time resolving powers are different.This is due to the low

drift velocity at the end of the drift tube. To increase this velocity, a high voltage pulse

is applied at a certain time depending on the ions of interest with a new system, HVP-

VFDT. The system was tested numerically and experimentally where several parameters

where tested resulting in a higher resolving powers when compared with DT and VFDT

systems.The simulation results showed that the transmission efficiency and resolving power

can be controlled by raising or lowering the field. Overall, the experimental setup tested

reached resolving powers of 250 with moderate gate pulses. The HVP-VFDT system also

shows that the distribution may be narrowed over the initial one, something impossible with

a real drift tube and opens a myriad of possibilities, including resolving powers of several

thousands under low pressure and RF fields.

The next step will be to couple the system to a Mass Spectrometer which is expected to

be completed in the near future. To understand how a DT works with RF fields and low

pressure, a collaboration was done with David Clemmer’s lab and his 4 meter drift tube that

can achieve resolutions of 150 in Helium at 4torr. Here, we tested a set of polymers and

compared the results to those acquired in Nitrogen with a DMA. The shape and structure of

the polymers in the gas phase was studied showing self-similar assemblies that corresponds

to a globule with an appendix sticking out.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of the dissertation

The dissertation is divided into 7 Chapters. The first Chapter, Introduction, is devoted

to a Literature Review of Ion Mobility Spectrometry, the description of a general IMS Drift

Tube(DT) system, an overview of existing IMS systems, and the intellectual merit of the

research objective, including past work on the subject by former student Minal Nahin [ 1 ].

Chapter 2 deals with the initial theoretical and simulation work that is used in Inverted

Drift Tubes (IDT) and compares it to existing technology such as the Trapped Ion Mobility

Spectrometer(TIMS), which uses similar principles. This is the first time that the solution

to the Nernst-Planck equation is solved fully for a 2D axi-symmetric case with a linear

field.The diffusion auto-correcting principle is fully described where ion constriction occurs

in the axial direction but the distributions are squeezed in the radial direction. To control

the radial effects, RF is a possibility but Mathieu’s equation needs to be modified due to

different stability criterions. There are some issues regarding the use of IDT at atmospheric

pressure do to the difficulty of controlling the gas flow correctly. This work was published

in Analytical Chemistry [ 2 ].

Chapter 3 redirects the focus to the auto-correction technology (patented), by describ-

ing a system with a decreasing linear field, and that is termed Varying Field Drift Tube

(VFDT). The system’s resolving power is obtained theoretically and the system is tested ex-

perimentally and compared to a regular drift tube. While the VFDT rigorously outperforms

the DT theoretically, it seems that only a modest increase in resolving power is observed

experimentally. This chapter was published in Aerosol Science [  3 ].

Chapter 4 focuses on figuring the reason for the ”lower than expected” performance of

the VFDT. The difference seems to stem from the fact that the theory was predicting the

”spatial” resolving power of the VFDT system while, experimentally, the instrument used

was only able to provide us with the ”temporal” resolving power. While on a regular DT these

two resolving powers are the same, they are different in a VFDT due to the low drift velocity

at the end of the drift region. One possible way to take advantage of the high resolving

power is to create a High Voltage secondary Pulse at an appropriate time to increase the
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drift velocity of the ions prior to getting to arriving at the detector. This technique was

very succesful, bringing the resolving powers in line with what was expected theoretically.

Experiments show that the system resolving power can reach over 250 in resolution using

7kV voltage and 21cm in length, with a modest gate pulse of 390µs. An interesting outcome

of this technique is that it is possible to end up with an axial distribution width that is

narrower than the initial one, making the system unique and opening the possibility of

incredibly high resolving powers at low pressures where RF may be used to contain the ions

radially. Meanwhile, the electric field in the radial direction introduced by the pulsing voltage

constricts the ions to the center, so as to increase the transmission efficiency. This opens up

the new steps to future work regarding coupling these systems to a Mass Spectrometer and

using RF. This chapter has been published in Analytical Chemistry [ 3 ].

Chapter 5 is a chapter devoted to understanding the difference between low pressure and

atmospheric pressure systems as well as getting initial insight into how to work with RF

technology in a drift tube system. The work revolves around the study of gas phase polymer

structures and how they assemble. It can be shown that regardless of pressure and/or gas,

the long polymer chains try to wrap themselves up into globules. This is counteracted by

the charges present. An equilibrium structure is reached where there exist a globule with an

extended appendix sticking out. The size of the globule vs. the appendix depends on the

length of the ion and the number of charges, where the extremes show the absence of either

the globule (fully stretched) or the appendix (globular ion). This shows that self-similar

families of ions are formed and it is shown using Ion Mobility Spectrometry. This work has

been published and the figure of experimental results was selected as the cover of the Journal

of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry [ 4 ].

Chapter 6 is a summary and conclusions of the results contained in the dissertation and

Chapter 7 is the Future Work revolving around the use of the ion constriction technique.

1.2 Literature review of Ion Mobility Spectrometry

Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS), formerly regarded as Plasma Chromatography [ 5 ], is

a prominent technique used for separating and tracing gas-phase analytes. In IMS, the sep-
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aration mechanism is based on the particles individual velocity which depends on the mass,

charge and collision cross section. Ions are accelerated under the influence of a uniform elec-

tric field and hampered by the collisions with the gas molecules which slow the ions. The ions

will reach a constant velocity when the drag force is in equilibrium with the electrical force

which changes for ions of differing structural properties. This drift velocity is related through

the field employed to the transport property known as mobility. After the separation, the

analytes are detected and differentiated by their arrival time through a downstream detector

[ 6 ]. Not only used as a stand-alone analyzer, there’s an increasing interest in coupling the

IMS with Mass Spectrometry (MS) systems which adds a new dimension of separation. The

IMS is widely used as an analytical instrument for detection of a wide range of compounds

including illicit drugs, chemical and biological warfare agents and explosives. Besides, IMS

features several advantages, such as fast response time on the order of milliseconds or sec-

onds, simplicity, easy to use, and excellent detection limit; which has made it a perfect choice

for border customs narcotic and explosives detection and is greatly applied in military for

chemical and biological welfare.

The ion mobility was first measured and characterized by Ernest Rutherford at 1899 [ 7 ].

In the following three decades, the study interest of ion mobility was increased including the

theoretical and experimental study of the effect of pressure, temperature, attractive forces

and collisions with the buffer gas [ 8 ]. The modern IMS theory was introduced during 1948-

1970, and large amount of foundation studies in ion mobility were conducted by Mason &

Schamp [ 9 ] and McDaniel [ 10 ].

1.3 Sections of an Ion mobility spectrometer

In general, the ion mobility spectrometer consists of three basic units including an ion-

ization source, a drift tube and an ion detector. There are several ionization sources that

may be coupled with the IMS to produce gas phase analyte ions. These include but are not

limited to Electrospray Ionization (ESI), Radioactive sources, Corona Discharge, Desorption

Electrospray Ionization (DESI) and Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI);

some of which are described below. Once the analyte of is ionized, ions are accelerated gen-
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erally using an electric field and are separated according to their different mobility. When

the ions reach to the detector their current is measured. Given that the current is very low,

it is amplified by an amplifier, which ranges from a current amplifier to a Microchannel Plate

Detector (MCP) if connected to a Mass Spectrometer. Given that this dissertation is mostly

concerned about improving a particular IMS system, the Drift Tube (DT), the description

will focus on such systems while other IMS devices will be briefly explained.

1.3.1 Ionization source

Ionization methods are utilized to convert the neutral sample molecules into ions and

guide them through an interface into the IMS or MS systems. There are three very com-

monly used ionization sources coupled with DT of interest here: Electrospray Ionization [ 11 ],

Radioactive Sources Ionization [ 12 ] and Corona Discharge Ionization [ 13 ], [ 14 ].

Electrospray Ionization

Electrospray ionization (ESI) is widely used in IMS instrumentation. In ESI, a pressure

system (pressurized gas or step needle motors) is used to push a liquid sample that contains

the analyte dissolved to the tip of a capillary where a meniscus is formed. The solution nor-

mally contains a buffer charge (either the analyte itself (as a salt) or a free charge (Hydrogen,

Sodium), and hence a high electric potential may be applied to drive the charges from the

liquid phase meniscus into the gas phase. The surface tension of the solvent reacts against

this and an equilibrium structure, referred to as a Taylor Cone is created at the capillary

tip. The end of the Taylor Cone is usually followed by a small jet (cone-jet formation) which

eventually breaks up by either varicose instabilities or by Rayleigh-limited criterions. This

jet creates small charged droplets that contain the analyte of interest. The solve in these

droplets evaporate leaving only the sample molecules to be analyzed. is applied to the sample

liquid through a needle, creating electric charges in the solution. As showed in Figure 1.1,

when the coulomb repulsive force in the droplets is greater than the surface tension force,

the droplet explodes into a series of smaller size droplets, ideally in single molecular ions

[ 15 ].
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Figure 1.1. A schematic illustration of Electrospray Ionization method. A
high electric potential is employed between the sample liquid and the electrode
ring, creating a stable Taylor Cone. When the columbic force is greater than
surface tension, the electrospray happens.

Electrospray is a soft ionization method where the intention is to avoid fragmentation

of the ion in the process, which makes it possible to study the original structures of the

molecules. This technique granted John Bennett Fenn the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2002

(shared with Koichi Tanaka that proposed the Soft Laser Desorption (SLD) which is the basis

of the MALDI technique). The advantages of the ESI are: 1. It offers a simple way to ionize

non-volatile solutions and applicable for almost any polar sample if it is soluble; 2. make it

possible to analyze large size molecules (on the order of kDa or mDa) with multiple charges;

3. effectively combined with other MS systems for complex solutions. Because of these

characteristics, the ESI-MS has been widely used to test explosives [ 16 ], chemical warfare

detection [  17 ], and biological mixtures [ 18 ]. At the same time, there are some disadvantages

for ESI technology, for example, external high voltage power supply is required.

Radioactive sources
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63N i is commonly used as a radioactive source for ionization [ 19 ], which emits electrons

with an average energy of 19keV , but other radioactive sources such as 85Kr or 210Po are

also used. The radioactive sources are usually placed in the ionization region of a drift tube,

where the electrons collide with the sample particles and ionize them through charge transfer

reactions. Only charged sample particles of the chosen polarity are transported into the drift

region through the electric field, the neutral particles and other polarity are removed out of

the tube by the counter flow and the walls. It can be used to charge non - polar substances

such as Polyaromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) which is normally very complicated to do with

ESI. The advantage of the radioactive sources is the stability, no need of external power

supplier and easy maintenance, while the main disadvantage is the safety issue. Radioactive

sources create singly charged particles almost exclusively, although a very small portion may

become doubly charged, making it a technique that does not allow large ions like proteins to

be observed by MS due to their large Thomsons value (molecular weight over charge). They

are however commonly employed for aerosol particle DMAs that can detect particles up to

1µm.

Corona discharge

In a corona ionization, an external high voltage is applied between a solid sharpened

needle tip and a plate, which generates a high electric field and ionizes the surrounding buffer

gas particles, as showed in Figure 1.2. The neutral sample particles flow in a perpendicular

direction to the needle and react with these charged gas particles to get ionized. The ion

current obtained from the corona discharge is about one order of magnitude higher than

that of the 63N i source charge, which increases the sensitivity of the system and results in a

higher signal to noise ratio (SNR). The Corona discharge can be used to increase or reduce

the charge of a system (similar to radioactive sources) and can be used to charge non-polar

substances. The advantage of the corona discharge is that it is simple to build, operate

and maintain with a high signal intensity as well. While the main disadvantage is that an

external high voltage power supplier is required. It is once again not used extensively in MS

for biological samples due to the low charge of a single ion.
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Figure 1.2. A schematic illustration of Corona discharge method. A high
voltage is applied between a needle tip and a plate, generating a high electric
field and ionize the surrounding buffer gas particles. The sample particles
collide with the charged gas particles to be ionized.

1.3.2 Drift tube (DT)

Arguably, the most used IMS system is the DT. The main portion of the DT consists of

a series of stainless-steel electrodes that are separated by insulator rings. The electrodes are

connected to each other through a series of resistors (magnitude on the order of MΩ), and a

high voltage is applied on the first electrode to produce a near-constant electric field inside

the tube. The voltage can be tuned based on the size of the ions to be separated and the

required resolution to separate them. Typically, high electric fields are commonly employed

(300 − 700V/cm).

The drift tube is usually divided into two parts: an ionization region and a drift region,

with an ion gate used to separate these two regions, as showed in Figure 1.3. The sample

particles are introduced into the ionization region first, where the ionization source mentioned

above is commonly placed to ionize the sample particles. The electric field in this region

is used to guide the ions to the drift regions while neutral particles or oppositely charged

particles will be lost. The gate is used to stop the ions from entering the drift region. At some
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Figure 1.3. A sketch of drift tube, which consist of an ionization region, a
drift region and an ion gate.

point the gate is opened and only a controlled packet of ions is let into the drift region. Once

inside, the ions get separated depending on their individual mobilities. The drift region is the

core component of an IMS instrument, an intermediate region such as an electrodynamics

ion funnel [  20 ] is used between the ionization region and the drift region to focus the ions,

in particular at low pressure although high pressure focusing has also been attempted.

Regarding the gate, there are mainly two kinds of ion gate system used in the IMS, the

Bradbury-Nielsen Gate (BNG) [ 21 ] and the Tyndall Gate (TG) [  22 ]. The BNG gate is comb

type gate where opposite voltages are applied to consecutive wires when the ions need to

be deflected, while the voltages become the same when ions need to be let through. The

Tyndall (or Tyndall-Powell) uses two identical wire grids (sometimes three) where one of

gates has a high voltage when the ions need to be stopped and a lower voltage when the ions

are allowed to go through. The ion gate usually opens 30 − 300µs per time period to trigger

the entrance of a controlled ion swarm into the drift region.

1.3.3 Ion Detector

The most common detector for the standalone IMS system is an operational amplifier

inside a Faraday cage. It consist of a Faraday plate and an aperture grid which is placed

just a short distance in front of the plate. The function of the aperture grid is to shield the
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detector from the inductive effects caused by the ion clusters [ 23 ] and gate triggers. The

Faraday plate is connected with a current to voltage amplifier, so when the ions impact

on the plate, the charge from the ion swarm will be converted to voltage and the intensity

amplified. As a result, a series peaks as a function of arriving time will be plotted on the

screen, each peak corresponding to an individual mobility of an ion. The problem with

the OPA is that in order to increase signal intensity electronically, the noise signal is also

increased so a limit in the amplification signal as well as a Limit of Detection (LoD) are

always present in the system and cannot be avoided. The area of the arriving peaks can be

related to the concentration of the component, and the arrival time could be converted into

the corresponding ion mobility diameter or collision cross section (CCS) Ω [ 24 ], [ 25 ].

1.4 Most Notable IMS Instrumentation and their working principles

1.4.1 Drift Tube Ion Mobility Spectrometer (DTIMS)

Drift tube ion mobility Spectrometer (DTIMS) [  26 ], [  27 ] is one of the most traditional

IMS instruments. In DTIMS, the charged particles were driven through a homogeneous

electric field in the presence of neutral gas molecules. Figure 1.4 shows the experimental

setup of the DTIMS, where a series of stacked-ring electrodes were separated by insulators.

The electrodes are connected through constant resistors and a voltage is applied on the first

electrode creating a uniform electric field along the axial direction of the tube. The samples

(in the gas phase) are transported into the ionization region through a carrier gas while a

counter flow is applied to remove the neutral particles out of the drift region. Only ionized

constituents have access to the drift region, which is separated from the ionization region

through an ion gate. The open time interval of the gate ranges from 30 to 300 microsecond,

permitting a packet of ions into the drift region. In this region, the ions are accelerated by

the electric field while slowed by the collisions with the drift gas. When these two forces

reach to an equilibrium, the ions move at a constant velocity, called drift velocity Vdrift,

which is proportional to the electric field through a transport property known as mobility:

Vdrift = KE (1.1)
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Here K represents the ion mobility of the particles and E represents electric field. To

make it easy to describe the mobility of the ions, the reduced mobility K0 is commonly used

to represent the mobility of an ion, which is measured at standard temperature 273K and

standard pressure 760mm(Hg). The mobility at a given temperature and pressure is:

K = K0(P/760)(273.15/T ) (1.2)

The mobility of an ion is related to many other factors, like the size, shape, mass, charge,

etc. In the free molecular regime, it could be defined as Mason-Scamp equation:

K = 3qe/(4ρgasΩ)
√

πmred/8κT (1.3)

Here, mred is the reduced mass of drift gas, κ is the Boltzmann constant, T is the

temperature in kelvin, q is the charge of the ion, ρgas is the mass density of the gas, and Ω

is the collision cross section (CCS) of the ion.

Figure 1.4. (a)Drift Tube Ion Mobility Spectrometer. (b)Section view of the Drift Tube.

Not only used as a stand-alone instrument, DTIMS has also been applied to multidi-

mensional IMS instruments. David Clemmer’s group has developed IMS2-MS and IMS3-MS

approach [ 28 ], [ 29 ], where up to 3 drift tubes, connected by Ion Activation gates. This leads

to the possibility of fragmenting the ions and checking the mobility of such fragments. Each

of the drift tube is 90 cm long, and an ion funnel is also placed in between each segment

to radially focus the ions and transmit them into the next drift region. Further IMSn de-

vices, such as IMS5 has applied circular geometry for the drift tube to reduce the size of the

instrument [ 29 ].
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1.4.2 Travelling-Wave Ion Mobility Spectrometry (TWIMS)

Traveling-Wave IMS (TWIMS) [  30 ]–[ 32 ] has a configuration that is similar to DTIMS,

but they have quite different working principles. TWIMS always works in a low pressure

environment, where a square potential wave propagates through the system, propelling the

ions to the detector. A pulsed DC voltage is applied here to adjacent electrode rings, and

after a fixed time, the voltage is stepped to the next pair of electrodes, creating a travelling

wave with a constant velocity to push the ions in the axial direction. The electric field as a

result is more of a sinusoidal wave and the propagation of the ions occurs in a ocean wave like

pattern. Simultaneously to this DC potential, a radio frequency (RF) voltage is superimposed

to constrain the ions to the center of the tube, which results in high transmission efficiency.

By adjusting the voltage of the electrodes and the speed of the traveling wave, the ions are

separated based on their individual mobility. Similar as the DTIMS, high mobility ions move

faster than their low mobility counterparts. The T-Wave patterns are now ubiquitously used

in systems with drift lengths in the order of meters or even kilometers due to the ability to

constrain the ions in the system. This leads to very high resolving power systems.

Figure 1.5. Voltage applied in the Traveling-Wave Ion Mobility Spectrometer.
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1.4.3 Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA)

Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA) [  33 ] is another type of IMS instrument that is

ubiquitous in the field of aerosol particles but it is rarely used for analytical chemistry

purposes. A DMA consists of a sheathed gas laminar flow between two electrodes that

have a difference in potential. One of the electrodes has an inlet slit where the ions enter the

sheathed region while the other electrode has an exit slit that is a given distance downstream

from the inlet slit. The ions that penetrate are pushed by flow downstream and are pushed

by the voltage difference to the exit slit. The ions create fan-like shape trajectories depending

on their ion mobility so that only a small differential of the fan (a small range of mobilities)

makes it to the exit hole and thus to the detector. This is the reason for the use of the

differential term as only a small range of mobilities will continue while all other mobilities

are lost. One can change the potential difference to allow a different set of mobilities to reach

the detector. In fact the system is normally ramped from a low voltage to a high voltage to

get all mobilities. The biggest advantage of the DMAs is that they are capable of detecting

singly charged particles up to one micron in size. They also have very high transmission but

suffer in general from low resolution except for particular systems.

There are three main types of DMA instruments: Radial DMAs, Cylindrical DMAs[ 33 ]

and Planar DMAs [  34 ], [  35 ]. The former ones, radial and cylindrical are well used for the

detection and analysis of sub-micrometer aerosol particles, while the latter are usually applied

to couple the an atmospheric pressure DMA with mass spectrometry through an atmospheric

pressure interface (API) [  34 ]. The depiction of a planar DMA is shown in Figure 1.6. In

a parallel plate DMA such as this one, it is easy to see that for the ion with the mobility

that reaches the detector, the time that the ion takes to cross the distance δ between the

two parallel plates (δ/ZE) must be the same than the convective flow time that it takes to

cover the horizontal distance L between the two plates with a gas velocity U (L/U). Hence

the mobility may be calculated from:

δ

ZE
= L

U
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Figure 1.6. Depiction of a planar Differential Mobility Analyzer. The ions,
together with the carrier gas, enter into the DMA through a slit inlet fixed
on one of the electrode, while an outlet slit on the other electrode. A sheath
flow is applied between the two parallel electrodes, which is perpendicular to
the direction of the electric field. The ions move under the influence of the
combination of the electrical force and the gas flow, and only a given mobility
can pass the outlet slit at a time. So the ions travel through different paths
inside the DMA and get separated spatially.

1.4.4 Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometer (FAIMS)

Also known a Differential Mobility Spectrometer (DMS, not to be confused with DMA),

FAIMS system is one of the few sysetms that directly employ high asymmetric fields to

separate the ions [ 36 ], [ 37 ]. The field can reach over 7500V/cm with field over concentration

ratios of 30-300 Townsends (Td) which is used to separate the ions in a differential fashion.

Figure 1.7a shows the electric field as function of time and Figure 1.7b shows the ions

trajectory inside the FAIMS. A flow between two plates pushes the ions axially. Meanwhile,

the asymmetric waveform produces alternating high and low electric field, the high field is

applied for one unit of time, followed by an opposite polarity low field component applied

by twice that time unit, generally known as the compensation voltage. Given that ions have

different response to high and low mobility, most of the ions tend to deviate from the center
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Figure 1.7. (a)Electric field in a FAIMS system, a high electric field is applied
for one time unit, followed by an opposite polarity of low field with double time
unit. (b)Ion trajectories in the FAIM, only selected mobility can travel through
and all the rest got lost eventually on the electrodes.

to one of the plates and get lost. Only a certain mobility is able to make it through the

system and into the detector, making the system differential in nature. As such DMS and

FAIMS devices work as a filter and only ions of interest can pass through, thus particular

ions in the mixture can be uniquely and continuously selected with a proper compensation

voltage generating a clear spectrum. The carrier gas can be seeded with different vapors that

can momentarily attach to the ions and create a higher separation and can be used with

mixtures of gases to enhance the separation. A secondary advantage is that FAIMS can be

used to detect positive and negative ions simultaneously [  38 ], [  39 ]. The use of combined high

and low electric field as well as the use of vapors makes it so that it is difficult to predict the

mobility of the ions that make it through.

1.4.5 Structures for Lossless Ion Manipulation (SLIM)

The Structures for Lossless Ion Manipulations (SLIM) is the most recent IMS system. It

has important advantages of high resolution, lossless ion mobility separation, and flexible,

low-cost manufacturing. It can be used to separate all sorts of isomers with very minor

differences in structures even when complex samples are present. The lossless effects can

be also used to quantify the concentration of the analytes, thus achieving extremely high

resolution and sensitivity.
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Figure 1.8. Structures for Lossless Ion Manipulation (SLIM), the electrode
arrays have been printed on two parallel mirror-image printed circuit boards.

Figure 1.8 depicts one of the printed circuit boards (PCB) that make up for the ion path.

SLIM systems have channel like electrode arrays on two planar mirror-image conventionally

printed circuit boards, the ions are kept in this paths by a combination of RF and DC

voltages. A traveling wave voltage is normally applied on the electrode arrays as the electrical

force used to separate and rapidly transport the ions in the pathway. The radio frequency

potential with opposite polarities on the adjacent electrodes is used to confine the ions in the

center and avoid ion loss. The compact design of SLIM permits a very long serpentine-like

traveling paths (the length could be 30m on a 30 ∗ 30cm board [  40 ], [ 41 ]) and ions can turn

around the corners by controlling the electric field. The long drift path can be modify to

provide multiple passes, increasing the overall length to several hundreds of meters provides

high ion mobility separations. Based on the robust separation capability, SLIM could even

be used to distinguish structurally identical compounds such as isotopomers through the

difference in their moment of inertia [ 42 ].
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1.5 Research Overview and Objectives and Preliminary Results

Most of the IMS instrumentation described above has the same common shortcoming:

ion diffusion. It refers to the ”random” movement of ions in the gas phase in spite of the

presence of the field. This effect will unquestionably result in a lower transmission and

resolution. A second issue that pertains to most of these instruments, is the low size range

of ions (even multiply charged) that may be detected. It is very rare for these instruments

to detect particles larger than 15nm. The only exception to this rule is the DMA. However,

the DMA suffers from very low resolving powers at large sizes (once again due to diffusion).

Regarding diffusion, it is normally divided into two parts: radial diffusion and axial

diffusion, each with a different visible effect. The radial diffusion effect disperses the ions

in the radial direction where ions may get lost to the electrodes, lowering the transmission

efficiency and sensitivity of the instrument. A Radial Frequency (RF) [  43 ] technology can

be used for low pressure systems to constrict the diffusion in the radial directions, but has

only been theoretically attempted for atmospheric pressure systems due of the requirements

of higher voltage and frequency. On the other hand, axial diffusion constriction has not been

applied consistently in literature.

Based on these problems, the main objective of our work is to develop new technologies to

constrain the ion diffusion in the axial direction for an atmospheric pressure IMS system for

separation and analysis of not only ions but aerosol particles, with the intention of improving

sensitivity, resolving power as well as the range of the IMS system simultaneously if possible.

The working principle that is employed to obtain this results is the use of a varying field

which is used throughout the dissertation in different ways to produce the desired effects

above. Our hypothesis is therefore that a varying field may be used to constrain the ions

(either radially or axially depending on the whether the electric field raises or lowers) most

notably to the point where the final packet of ions may be narrower than the initial one. This

allows for higher resolving power and sensitivity (since the initial gate time may be increased

substantially). At the same time reversing the electric field may be used to allow the largest

particles to arrive at the detector first, increasing the size range that can be obtained.
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Initial preliminary work on the IDT was performed by the former student Minal Nahin

and it serves as a proper introduction to the concept. This work was published in Nature

Scientific Reports[ 1 ] and is summarized below.

1.5.1 Modeling of an Inverted Drift Tube for Improved Mobility Analysis of
Aerosol Particles

This section is only an introduction to the dissertation and may be skipped as it is

preliminary work performed by a different student from Dr. Larriba-Andaluz’s lab and is

taken verbatim from ref. [  1 ].

1.5.2 Introduction to the IDT to overcome existing problems

Charged gas phase nanoparticles can be subject to drift and separation by means of

electric fields. The charge divided by the friction coefficient of the nanoparticle under such

fields is defined as electrical mobility and its accurate reckoning is key to the determination

of particle size distribution functions. In Aerosol Science, and when dealing with globular

particles, a particle’s electrical mobility is linked to its diameter, dp, through the well-known

equation [ 44 ], [ 45 ]:

Z = qeCC(Kn, λ, dp)
3πµdp

(1.4)

where qe is the net charge on the particle, µ is the dynamic viscosity and λ is the mean free

path. Cc is the Cunningham’s correction factor and is a function of the Knudsen number.

Most often, mobility based size distribution functions are measured with differential mobility

analyzers (DMA) [ 46 ] coupled to Condensation Nucleus Counters CNCs [  47 ], and operated in

series as a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) [  48 ], [  49 ]. While the SMPS combination

has been incredibly successful, there are several shortcomings to its use which could be

improved upon employing different techniques. Because the residence time - length divided

by sheath velocity- of transmitted particles in a DMA is fixed and independent of particle

size, diffusional broadening leads to degradation of instrument resolution for sub 20 nm

particles [  50 ], [ 51 ]. For particles larger than 20nm, the resolution, defined as Z/∆Z, is

fixed and with values of approximately < 10 for most operating commercial devices. This
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results in adequate resolution but sometimes insufficient - a 90nm monodisperse distribution

is barely distinguishable from a 100nm one assuming a resolution of 6. Similarly, SMPSs

typically require several minutes to complete voltage scans [  48 ], [  49 ], and even in faster

scanning instruments, particles of different sizes are sampled at different times. This limits

information that can be obtained when aerosols are varying rapidly, such as can occur during

sampling with an aircraft. Further, DMAs require the use of high sheath flow rates, and as

such, require modest to high flowrate pumps which must remain stable during operation.

This, along with the need of a scanning high voltage source, leads to increase costs in DMA

operation. For mobility spectrometers at atmospheric pressure that deal with nanoparticles

between 1-120 nm, there is therefore the need to 1) increase resolution by correcting diffusion

broadening of nanoparticles in the drift cell, 2) increase the maximum fixed resolution or

make the resolution directly proportional to particle size (or inverse mobility) and 3) obtain

complete unsteady profiles of particles on rapidly varying aerosols. Problems 2 and 3 have

been resolved somewhat by the use of Drift Tube Ion Mobility Spectrometers (DT-IMS) [ 52 ].

In such systems, particles of all mobilities are sampled as a packet at a specific time and

are guided by a constant electric field to the detector providing separation that depends on

the length and electric field [  53 ]. Particles are however still affected by diffusion broadening

and, for a fixed electric field and length, yield fixed resolutions independent of size. To

achieve high resolution (> 100), the instrument length must be on the order of meters or

make use of fairly high electric fields [  54 ], [  55 ], precluding its use as a portable instrument

to measure 20-100 nm particles. The need to improve the Ion Mobility systems is quite

apparent as multiple improvement designs are becoming available in the last years such as

the ROMIAC, the UMN DTIMS or the FIMS [  56 ]–[ 60 ] at room pressure or the SLIM or

Trapped Ion Mobility (TIMS) instruments [ 61 ], [ 62 ] at low pressures.

Here a new atmospheric pressure instrument is proposed that is based on the DT-IMS,

but which uses two varying controllable opposite forces to correct for diffusion broadening

while having its resolution be dependent on mobility, and which increases with the size of

the particle. The instrument has been termed Inverse Drift Tube (IDT) due to the electric

field being opposed to the migration of the nanoparticles. The concept of using opposing

forces is not new as was used by John Zeleny [ 63 ] in his experiments dating back as far
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as 1898. It is also the same principle that is used in the more recent TIMS spectrometer.

However, the merit of the TIMS lies in the use of RF to confine the ions at low pressures [ 64 ].

This RF confinement is not possible at atmospheric pressures and thus TIMS is not usable

at pressures where the IDT is intended. It also precludes its portability. Therefore, other

means of collecting the nanoparticles must be employed in the IDT where the ions cannot be

trapped. The text is divided into the characterization of the IDT, followed by a theoretical

explanation of the system and its resolution, and ending with 1D and 3D simulations of

nanoparticles. In particular, 3D simulations are performed using SIMION, where flow and

electric fields are fully determined, and where stochastic diffusion simulations are employed

to calculate accurate distributions of nanoparticles.

1.5.3 Shortcomings of previous drift instruments

The main concept of the proposed device is to increase the resolution of the existing

instruments for a broad range of sizes (1nm − 120nm in diameter) while maintaining sen-

sitivity (comparable to 20cm drift tubes). The ideal non-diffusional transfer function of a

DMA is a well-known function of the ratios of the flow rates. In terms of resolution: [  65 ]:

RDMA = Qsh + Qe

Qa + Qs

(1.5)

where Qsh is the incoming sheath flow rate, Qe is the excess output flow rate, Qa is the

aerosol inlet flow rate and Qs is the aerosol outlet flow rate. The resolution is rarely higher

than 10 -although theoretically it could reach up to 100 for large sheath to aerosol flow

ratios- and remains fixed for all mobilities. Although not appearing in eq . (1.5) the DMA

resolution is strongly affected by the diffusion broadening effect. The diffusional variance

is in inverse proportion to the voltage σ2
diff ∝ 4kT/qV [ 66 ] which will greatly affect higher

mobility particles since the voltage needed to filter them through the DMA is smaller yielding

lower values of resolution for highly mobile particles. Given that DT-IMS separation occurs

in time -by allowing the ions to travel a given length-, its resolution, x/∆x, is given by [  53 ]:

RDT −IMS = x

∆x
= tvdrift

(16DLtln2)1/2 = qEL

(16kT ln2)1/2 , (1.6)
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where q is the charge, E is the electric field, L is the tube length, DL is the longitudinal

diffusion coefficient and T is the temperature. As is evident, the resolution increases with

the electric field and the length as the 1/2 power. It is also however important to note

that the broadening of the peak ∆x is always affected by DLt which increases with time.

Many instances can be found in literature that attempt to increase resolution by increasing

the length of the drift tube [  67 ]–[ 69 ]. This however comes at the cost of sensitivity losses

or appearance of artifacts. The DT-IMS has resolutions that are normally close to 100

for 2 meter instruments but they suffer from diffusion broadening and are not mobility

dependent. Large electric fields could be used to obtain higher resolutions and smaller

instruments is requirement. However, for portable instruments (∼ 10cm) and particles

of fairly low mobilities (K > 1e−8m2/V s), the required electric fields (40kV/m) to have

resolutions > 100 would yield acquisition times of 250s that most likely would lead to the

loss of the nanoparticles prior to reaching a detector.

Accordingly, there is a need to overcome, stop or delay the diffusion broadening effect

that affects both DMAs and Drift Tubes while having a resolution that scales with inverse

mobility. A plausible idea is to try and mimic the advancing of the ion through a drift tube

without the need to cover any length by providing a second force that restricts the advancing

of the ions while maintaining mobility separation hence gaining the drift tube advantage of

length dependent resolution without the need of long tubes. In the IDT, one can make use

of the electric field as an opposing mechanism to the advancement of the ions through the

cell. This still allows for separation in time but where the mobility separation is no longer

only subject to a direct square root dependence of the length and field.

1.5.4 Methods and Experimental Setup

Concept is shown in Figure 1.9. The instrument consists of a 120mm long tube and

48mm diameter making the system compact when compared to regular Drift Tubes. At

room pressure, packages of ions of multiple mobilities, inserted at the entrance of the tube

at time t0 using a pulsed Bradbury-Nielsen gate, are pushed by a gas flowing with a velocity

vgas downstream. A series of electrodes are equally spaced inside the drift tube and are
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Figure 1.9. Sketch of the Inverted Drift Tube System. Note the gas flow in
the direction of the moving ions and the linearly increasing electric field in the
opposite direction.

connected through resistors into a power supply. The electrodes are used to create a linearly

increasing electric field which opposes the gas flow of the ions slowing their movement relative

to vgas(∼ 0.04m/s unless otherwise specified). This allows the ions to be separated depending

on their mobility through the drift velocity vdrift = KE. Given that the field opposes the

flow, the lowest mobility ions are the ones ahead in contrast to a regular DT-IMS hence the

term “Inverted”. As long as the ratio vdrift/vgas, termed from here on separation ratio, Λ, is

smaller than unity, the ions of a given mobility will traverse through the drift cell without

being completely stopped. Eventually, these ions can be collected downstream of the drift

tube through a detector. The closer Λ = vdrift/vgas is to 1, the longer time the ion remains

in the drift cell and the higher the separation will be, while it is at the cost of the sensitivity

due to the enhanced diffusion in the radial direction. However, if at some point inside the

drift cell, the ratio Λ = 1 is reached, particles of such mobility would be stopped and pushed
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towards the walls due to the residual radial electric field that arises from Laplace’s equation

where ∇2V = 0. So, the separation ration, Λ, is a key factor for the separation capability of

the instrument and the high mobility (small size) of ions might got lost during the separation

the process. Due to the existing room pressure, confining the stopped ions using an RF is

quite difficult and will not be pursued.

With a large range of ion sizes, the main idea is therefore to allow all mobilities of interest

to traverse the drift cell while trying to keep the ratio Λ as close to 1 as possible without losing

the ions. As Λ is mobility dependent, not all mobility ranges being analyzed simultaneously

will have high separation ratios. With that in mind, two different mechanisms have been

explored to separate ions using the IDT:

1)Intermittent Push Flow(IPF): When trying to separate a wide range of mobilities,

a need to vary the opposing electrical field is necessary to acquire all mobilities at high

resolutions. The method is depicted in Figure 2a where the highest possible field slope

(dE/dx = A) for a given electrical supply is initially selected. Before the ion with the

highest mobility hits a separation ratio of Λ = 1, the slope of the electric field is lowered

and thus ensuring that Λ = 1 will never be reached. This drop in the slope can happen as

many times as needed until all necessary ions are collected at the end of the drift tube. The

resolution and separation of the peaks will depend on the range of mobilities.

2)Nearly-Stopping Potential Separation (NSP): When trying to separate ions of very close

mobilities, an alternative possibility is to use an opposing ”constant” electric field which is

slightly below the necessary field to maintain the separation ratio slightly below 1 for all ions

of interest hence maximizing the separation potential. This method is depicted in Figure

1.10.

Whether one mechanism or the other is used will depend on the range of mobilities

and the resolution required. The advantage of these type of opposing-field instruments is

their autocorrecting properties when used as Intermittent Push Flow separators. In the

next section, a derivation of the transport distributions for ions in the IDT with linearly

increasing fields is analytically established focusing on its auto-correcting properties and

instrument resolution.
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Figure 1.10. A) Intermittent Push Flow. Ions or charged particles are sepa-
rated by subsequently lowering a linearly increasing field opposite to the flow.
B) Nearly-Stopping Potential Separation. An opposite constant field with
separation ratio below 1 is used to maximally separate two relatively close
mobilities.

While different versions of instruments (such as Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometers(TIMS),[  70 ])

use electric fields opposite to the flow and have been applied in recent years, the implementa-

tion has always been at low pressure and for very high mobilities, which allows the particles

to be captured using an RF field when vdrift/vgas = 1, something that cannot be pursued

at room pressure. After Λ = 1 has been reached in TIMS, the ions are then subsequently

pushed by lowering the electric field to the critical value that pushes the particles through.

Due to the difficulties of operating RF at room pressure, its implementation and the main

principle of trapping the ions used by TIMS has not been pursued in this work.

1.5.5 Theoretical Results of the IDT. One Dimensional Transport of Species
in the gas phase migrating through a linearly increasing opoosed electric
field. Resolution of an IDT

To simplify the picture, one can assume that the IDT has a fixed increasingly linear

electric field to study particles of only one mobility. Let a concentration of n(r, z, t) ions

of charge q drift through a tube where a gas flows at a velocity vgas and where a linearly

increasing electric field, ~E = Az~k, is applied opposite to the flow (A is the slope of the field).
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In a case where the concentration of ions n(r, z, t) is low enough that space charge can

be neglected, the balance equation for the species can be given by:

∂n

∂t
− ∇ • ( ¯̄DL • ∇n − (~vgas − K ~E)n) = 0, (1.7)

with ¯̄DL being the diffusion tensor and K the electrical mobility. If one considers the one-

dimensional problem neglecting radial electric field and diffusion, eq. (1.7) can be written

in Cartesian coordinates as:

∂n

∂t
= ¯̄DL

∂2n

∂z2 − (vgas − KAz)∂n

∂z
+ KAn, (1.8)

being the initial concentration at time t0 at the beginning of the tube the surface density:

n(0, 0) = ns (1.9)

The Sturm-Liouville solution to the equation for the aforementioned initial concentration

can be written as:

n(z, t) = ns√
2πσ2

e− (z−x̄)2

2σ2 (1.10)

σ2 = 2DL

vgas

(x̄ − KA

2vgas

x̄2) = 2DL

KA
(1 − e−2KAt) = kT

qA
(1 − e−2KAt) (1.11)

x̄ = vgas

KA
(1.12)

There are several features that differentiate this equation from that of the regular drift

tube. Most importantly the standard deviation � as shown in equation (1.11) has a correction

term KA/(2vgas)x̄2. This ”auto-correction” term is quadratic with the mean position x �

of the distribution so that it increases with the traversing distance through the drift cell.

While the conventional Drift Tube distribution broadens as a function of time, the Inverted

Drift Tube distribution broadening is damped and eventually stopped. The contribution of

KA/(2vgas)x̄2 increases with time (or distance) and, as the ion advances through the drift
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cell, invariably leads to an asymptotic value of the standard deviation given by kT/qA and

independent of t (see eq. 1.11). This asymptotic value will be reached when the separation

ratio Λ becomes one. In such instance, the mean position of the distribution will be given

by vgas/KA and the ion will no longer advance in the axial direction. The resolution for the

IDT can be calculated from eq. (1.10-1.12) as:

R = x̄

∆x
= x̄

2
√

2ln(2)kT
qA

(1 − e−2KAt)
(1.13)

If the drift cell has length L, the resolution at distance L can also be calculated as:

RL = L√
16ln(2) KkT

qvgas
(L − KA

2vgas
L2)

= RTDT −IMS√
Λ(1 − ΛL

2z
)

(1.14)

Figure 1.11. A) Mobility dependent IDT Resolution for vgas = 0.04m/s
and A = 3.2e5V/m2 for Intermittent Push Flow(IPF). Dashed lines show the-
oretical maximum when keeping the separation ratio constant. B) Off axis
trajectories due to the existing radial field in Intermittent Push Flow. Perpen-
dicular lines to the axial direction are isofield lines (colormap) and isopotential
lines (dashed red) for a constant A. Solid black lines correspond to off axis tra-
jectories at different initial radial conditions using Intermittent Push flow for
constant slope A. Dotted black lines correspond to trajectories at a constant
separation ratio Λ. C) IDT resolution using the Nearly-Stopping Potential
(NSP) method (eq. 1.15).

Figure 1.11 shows the resolution as a function of length and different mobilities for a fixed

slope A and vgas (solid lines). Note that unlike the resolution of the Drift Tube depicted

in eq. (1.6), the resolution of the IDT has a positive dependence on the mobility. The
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resolution of the instrument is very high in terms of eq. (1.14) for very modest lengths, but,

given the large difference in mobilities appearing in Figure 1.11a (8-80nm), the separation

ratio is very small for the smallest mobilities. In fact, to avoid losing ions of any type, the

separation ratio Λ is well below 1 for most of the length of the drift tube (it is only close to

one for the 8 nm particles when it reaches 12cm and it is 0.01 for the 80 nm particle at 12

cm). To improve the resolution and separation ratio, one must resort to the tactics used in

the previous section, i.e., use of IPF and/or NSP separation. For the intermittent push flow,

there is a theoretical optimal resolution for which the separation ratio Λ is kept constant for

a particular mobility. This requires continuous change of the field slope A to guarantee that

at any given position of the ion Λ constant. Figure 1.11b shows the theoretical resolution

maximum (dashed lines) for 80 nm particles as a function of the different constant values of

the separation ratio. The third expression in eq. (1.14) is obtained by using eq. (1.6) and

the definition of the separation ratio. Resolution as given in eq. (1.14) is not particularly

useful for this type of instrument as opposed to the DMA or DT-IMS. The reason is that

if the field slope was A = 0, i.e. no electric field, the residence time in the drift tube will

be minimal and there will be no separation between any mobilities. However, the resolution

would depend on the competition between diffusion and vgas which could still be very high.

The importance of eq. (1.14) relies on the fact that when the separation ratio Λ increases,

the residence time inside the system increases, but the resolution also increases in contrast

to what is expected with just diffusion.

Since the electric field is solenoidal when space charge is neglected, the radial electric

field might be non-negligible off axis and one must wonder about its effect in the trajectories

of the ions as the separation ratio is increased. Given ∇• ~E = 0, one can calculate the radial

field for constant axial field cross sections ∂Ez/∂z = −A and which is given by Er = Ar/2.

Figure 1.11b shows the trajectories of off-axis particles due to the effects of radial electric

fields (no diffusion considered) for two particular cases: a) constant separation ratio Λ = 0.5

(dashed lines) and b) constant slope A = 2.5e5 and ion mobility K = 110−6m2/V s (8nm)

(solid lines). For case a) the initial condition is set at z = 2.4cm as the slope A would be too

high to maintain a constant separation ratio Λ for smaller values of z. Values that are off

axis up to 1.1cm still reach the end of the tube. In case b), the separation ratio Λ increases
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with the distance z progressively reducing the velocity of the moving ions (vm = vgas −vdrift)

until the drift from the radial field becomes of the order of vm at a given radial position. If

this occurs, the ion will inevitably be lost. One must make note that the resolution might

be space charge dependent when a high charge concentration is present. However, for small

concentrations of large singly charged nanoparticles, this effect is expected to be negligible.

To avoid radial field effects, one can resort to NSP separation mode where the electric

field is constant. For such a case, the resolution of a distribution of ions, RNSP , of mobility

K after passing through the cell is equivalent to that of a DT-IMS (eq. (1.6)) but where the

field opposes movement:

RNSP
x̄

∆x
=

√
qLvm

16kT ln(2)K =

√√√√qLvgas(1 − Λ)
16kT ln(2)K (1.15)

Note how in this case, the separation ratio opposes resolution. The reasoning is quite

clear, the larger the separation ratio, the longer the total residence time in the drift tube and

the higher the chance ions have to diffuse before covering a distance L. Figure 1.11c shows the

resolution for nearly stopping potentials for a given mobility K = 110−7m2/V s (25 nm) as

a function of the separation ratio Λ. It is clear from eq. (1.12-1.15) that R = x̄/∆x is an ill-

conditioned term to define ion separation for the IDT instrument since, as the separation ratio

increases, mobility separation in time should be more likely opposite to what the resolution

predicts. It is necessary to resort to a different criterion to establish whether ions of different

mobilities can be separated and how well. Later on, chromatographic resolving power (Rp)

will be introduced to account for mobility separation. While numerical simulations were

attempted for the IDT in Chapter 2, no experimental results where obtained that were what

theory expected. The reason had to do with the difficulty of controlling the gas flow rate

to have a constant velocity at each cross section of the system and not developing into a

parabolic profile.
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2. ANALYSIS OF ION MOTION AND DIFFUSION

CONFINEMENT IN INVERTED DRIFT TUBES AND

TRAPPED ION MOBILITY SPECTROMETRY DEVICES

This section is from a published manuscript of the author of this dissertation from ref. [ 2 ].

Dr. Carlos Larriba-Andaluz (the corresponding author) has contributed to the theoretical cal-

culation, methodology, validation, writing and editing the manuscript. Author Xi Chen has

contributed to the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation and ion trajectory simu-

lation. Author Minal Nahin, Tianyang Wu and Dr. Nobuhiko Fukushima have contributed

to the review of the manuscript.

2.1 Overview

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) involves a compendium of techniques with the purpose

of segregating small charged entities − molecules or nanoparticles − by means of an electrical

field in the presence of a buffer gas. IMS relies strongly on the ability of ions to quickly reach

an equilibrium drift velocity vdrift, akin to a settling or terminal velocity. Moreover, under

small ion velocities, the electrical /ion mobility is directly related to the product of the drift

velocity and the electric field through a simple equation: KE ≈ vd. Ion mobility can then be

related to ion size, charge, and gas properties through the use of either the Stokes-Millikan

[ 71 ], [ 72 ] semi-empirical law or the more theoretical Mason−Schamp equation:[ 53 ]

K = 3
16

q

N
( 1
m

+ 1
M

)1/2
√

2π

kbT

1
Ω (2.1)

Here, N is the gas number density, T the temperature, q the ion’s charge, kb the Boltz-

mann’s constant, m the mass of the gas, M the mass of the ion, and Ω the ion’s collision

cross section (CCS) [ 24 ]. Because of this physically simple and controllable relationship be-

tween electrical field and gas, IMS has been gaining momentum in both aerosol science and

analytical chemistry fields, becoming one of the most prominent separation techniques. As

such, a myriad of IMS systems are emerging. Among such systems, one can name the most

conventional ones, drift tube (DTIMS) [  73 ] and differential mobility analyzer (DMA)[  46 ],
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which have been available since the 1970s. Recently, many techniques and systems have

appeared, including the Transversal Modulated Wave (T-Wave) [ 74 ], field asymmetric ion

mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) [  75 ], overtone mobility spectrometer (OMS) [  69 ], differential

mobility spectrometer (DMS) [  76 ] , Radial Opposed Migration of Ion and Aerosol Classifier

(ROMIAC) [  77 ] , fast integrated mobility spectrometer (FIMS) [  59 ], Structure for Loss-

less Ion Manipulation (SLIM) [ 78 ], diffusion differential analyzer (DDA) [ 79 ], Trapped Ion

Mobility (TIMS) [ 80 ], [ 81 ], and Inverted Drift Tube (IDT) [ 1 ].

Arguably, one of the most significant problems in IMS systemsis ion diffusion. The

”random” movement of ions in the gas phase leads to lower resolution, transmission, and,

ultimately, overall sensitivity. As such, it is of particular importance to constrain, regulate,

or overcome diffusion to obtain optimal separation results. For the purpose of this study,

and given that most IMS instruments have a well-defined axis of revolution, diffusion can be

divided into (a) radial diffusion, which is perpendicular to the axis of revolution and causes a

lowering of the overall transmission, and (b) axial diffusion, which occurs parallel to the axis

of revolution and generally lowers the overall resolution. Radial diffusion has been partially

counteracted at low gas pressures through the use of radio frequency (RF) confining voltages

[ 43 ]. However, the high frequency and voltages required to contain ions at high pressures

precludes the use of RF in atmospheric pressure devices. Trying to overcome axial diffusion,

some systems resort to increasing the length of the characterization region, e.g., T-wave and

DTIMS. It can be shown theoretically that, given the Einstein - Smoluchowski [  82 ] relation

under ideal conditions, two ions of different mobilities under a constant field will separate if

given sufficient length (or time). The recent accomplishment separating isomers using SLIM

systems is noteworthy [ 83 ].

However, it is the TIMS and IDT systems that are the main focus of this manuscript

for their unique ability to constrain axial diffusion. The two systems have, in common, a

separation region where a flow of gas with velocity −→v gas carries the ion forward while a

linearly increasing electric field of the type
−→
E z = −Az

−→
k opposes the movement of the ions

a technique previously developed by Zeleny [ 63 ] in gases and also proven in liquid − phase

experiments [  84 ]. Here, A is the slope of the field, z the position in the axial direction,

and
−→
k the unit vector in that direction. The ion’s movement in the axial direction is thus
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characterized by the competition between gas and drift velocity so that the ion’s velocity is

given by −→v zion = −→v gas − −→v drift . In the TIMS instrument, ions can be stopped / trapped,
−→v zion = 0 [ 85 ], and are prohibited from colliding with the electrodes through the use of

RF fields. The portion of the tube dedicated to stopping the ions is known as the trapping

(ramp or rising edge) region. Once trapped, the electric field is lowered, and the ions are

” eluted ” through a plateau region − constant electric field − and eventually transmitted

to a mass spectrometer. While the trapping typically takes tens of ms, the elution happens

within < 1ms. Therefore, diffusion confinement is the main working principle in TIMS. A

schematic of the process is shown in Figure 1. The IDT, in contrast, works at atmospheric

pressure and, as such, cannot make use of RF fields to constrain the ions radially. Under

these circumstances, the ion must be kept in constant movement, −→v zion 6= 0, and a parameter

labeled the separation ratio, Λ = vdrift/vgas ≤ 1, is used to specify the movement [ 1 ]. This

parameter plays a key role in the ability of the IDT to resolve different ions.

Figure 2.1. Sketch of TIMS setup

In either system, it is the combined effect of both velocities, drift and gas, that controls

axial diffusion. However, the complexity of the electro-fluid-dynamic interaction makes its

analytical interpretation and understanding quite difficult. Prior to this manuscript, there
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has been a few attempts at solving the equations of motion partially. Michelmann, Silveira,

and colleagues described ion motion, focusing on the equilibrium position at the end of the

ramp, on the elution portion of the plateau, and on the gas flow characterization [ 64 ], [ 85 ].

They did, in fact, describe a confining electric potential so that ”a deviation of the ions from

the equilibrium position will therefore result in a net restoring force equal to the ions’ charge

multiplied by the difference in the electric field strength between the equilibrium position and

the deviant position”. Many of their results have been meticulously studied experimentally

by Fernandez − Lima et al [ 62 ], [ 70 ], [ 86 ]. In particular, they have shown experimentally

that the Oversampling Selective Accumulation method (OSA-TIMS) provides higher signal

−to − noise ratio [  70 ], [  87 ]. Later on, Bleiholder did a comprehensive study of the trajectory

of an ion (or a packet of ions) from a Langevin perspective using nonuniform electric fields in

nonstationary gases [  88 ]. The 1D Nernst − Planck balance equation for a distribution of ions

of has been previously fully solved by our group showing the diffusion-correction properties

of such instruments [ 1 ]. Of most significance is the fact that an initial broad distribution

can be compressed axially as it travels through the system.

In this manuscript, the analytical solution of the 2D axisymmetrical Nernst − Planck

equation is provided for the first time when a linearly increasing electric field opposes a gas

flow that carries the ions. The 2D axi − symmetrical solution allows the effect of a residual

radial electric field, which is due to the solenoidal aspect of the field, to be considered

together with the axial diffusion constraint. The solution is studied for two different flows:

constant −→v gas and fully developed parabolic profile. The effect of the residual electric field

has importance consequences for the stability of ions when using RF at low pressures. In

fact, it precludes the possibility of using TIMS as an ” RF-only ” system for all ions. This is

studied through a modified Mathieu’s equation and its stability region [  89 ]. Finally, effective

resolutions of the TIMS instrument are provided. Given the appropriate stability conditions

and electric fields, it is expected that mobility differences of < 0.1% (equivalent resolutions

larger than 1000) could be resolved at low pressures with RF and a plateau region in tubes

of modest distances.
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2.2 Results and Discussion

2.2.1 Analysis of the Ion Motion in Flows Subject to Opposing Linearly In-
creasing Fields.

There have been multiple studies of the equations of ion motion prior to the study

accomplished here. Among different studies, the most prevalent one is that of Moseley’s

dissertation, also studied by McDaniel [  53 ], which involves the ion motion equation and

instrument resolution of a conventional drift tube. Moseley shows that a general solution of

the Nernst − Planck equation for constant electric fields and no gas flow can be obtained

in terms of a power series expansion. A slightly different approach for nonconstant electric

fields will be followed in this manuscript.

Consider a population of ions n(z, r, t) of a single species created at one end of a cylin-

drically symmetric drift space with gas of a uniform number density N . This population

is subject to a constant flow velocity in the positive z − direction −→v gas � while a linearly

increasing electric field E opposes the movement.

Assuming that E/N is small, the Nernst Planck equation is given by

∂n(z, r, t)
∂t

− ∇ · (D · ∇n(z, r, t) − (−→v gas − K
−→
E )n(z, r, t)) = 0 (2.2)

n(±∞, ±∞, t) = 0 (2.3)

n(z, r, 0) = f(z, r) (2.4)

where f(z, r) corresponds to a normal distribution or a point source. Here,D is the

isotropic diffusion tensor. Neglecting the existence of free charge leads to a second equation

(equivalent to the Laplace equation for the potential):

∇ ·
−→
E = dEz

dz
+ 1

r

drEr

dr
= 0 (2.5)
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Provided that the field in the axial direction is given by
−→
E z = −Az

−→
k , with A constant,

the solenoidal aspect of the field (solving eq 2.5) yields the solution to the radial counterpart:

−→
E r = Ar

2
−→u r (2.6)

where −→u r is a unit vector in the radial direction. Note that this radial component

pushes the ions toward the walls. Therefore, it is expected that ions will have a tendency

to steer more toward the walls than in regular drift tubes. This will have implications in

non-constant-velocity profiles and RF containment, addressed below. TIMS literature uses

the scan rate parameter β to describe the change in the slope of the electric field so that

ions can be eluted. β can be related to the initial slope of the field A if the length of the

ramp region L and the electric field in the plateau, Ee, are known:

β = AL − Ee

t
(2.7)

Equations 2.2 - 2.6 form a set of partial differential equations (PDE) for which the

analytical solution is desired. It is important to note that, although a 2D axisymmetric

solution is sought, an effect of angular diffusion exists. However, as long as the distribution is

initially centered, the solution is invariant in the angular coordinate. Assuming no correlation

between radial and axial directions, the balance population can be written as

n(z, r, t) = nz(z, t)nr(r, t) (2.8)

Being careful to account for the physical effects, a unique solution can be obtained when

the initial condition is either a point source or a radially centered Gaussian distribution:

n(z, r, t) = ns

(2π)3/2
√

σ2
zσ2

r

e−(z−z)2/2σ2
z e−r2/2σ2

r (2.9)
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with

σ2
z = 2DL

vgas

(z − czσ
KA

2vgas

−→z 2) = DL

KA
(1 − czσe−2KAt) = kT

qA
(1 − czσe−2KAt) (2.10)

σ2
r = 2Dr

KA
(crσeKAt − 1) (2.11)

and

z = vgas

KA
(1 − czze−KAt) (2.12)

Here, ns is the total ion count and cz < 1, cr > 1, and czz < 1 are constants that are

dependent on the initial condition. It can be easily proven that eq 2.9 is the solution to eqs

2.2 − 2.4; this can be easily proven by inserting the solution into the equation. In Figures

2.2A and 2.2B, numerical solutions of eq 2.8 with random initial conditions are superim-

posed on the analytical solution, confirming the validity of the solution in radial and axial

directions, respectively. In Figure 2.2B, the initial standard deviation in the axial direction

is purposefully chosen to be wide. As the distribution evolves, the standard deviation is

reduced, proving axial confinement. The full solution for the 2D axisymmetric problem is

shown in Figure 2.3A at three different times. Given a point source as an initial condi-

tion, the distribution extends more radially than it does axially, creating an oblong shape.

Although the radial coordinate is represented here in a y − axis, the distribution would

evolve in a radial fashion. The solution for several mobility diameters (sphere-equivalent

diameter for a given mobility) is shown in Figure 2.3B. The ability to separate ions at a

constant slope value A and constant vgas is quite remarkable, even with very large mobility

differences, thanks to the diffusion confinement in the axial direction, as explored below.
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2.2.2 Axial Diffusion Confinement

It was recently shown that axial diffusion can be regulated using two opposite controlled

forces [  1 ]. In fact, an asymptotic value for the standard deviation of a distribution of ions

in the axial direction as time goes to infinity can be obtained using eq 2.10 as

σ2
zt→∞ = σ2

zasym
= DL

KA
= kT

qA
(2.13)

Note that eq 2.13 is fairly identical to that of the asymptotic study of Michelmann et

al., confirming the validity of eq 2.9. To reach the asymptotic standard deviation, the mean

value of the ion in the axial direction must also reach an asymptotic condition (from eq 2.12),

given by

−→z t→∞ = −→z asym = vgas

KA
(2.14)

The asymptotic standard deviation (eq 2.13) is independent of diffusion or mobility,

allowing this type of confinement to be used for large and small ions. It is also in inverse

proportion to field slope A and the charge q. It can be extrapolated that the only limiting

factor to get any desired separation, i.e., effective resolutions on the order of thousands, is

the limitation in the maximum slope A that can be applied. A combination of four factors

determine the maximum slope: 1) the gas electrical breakdown, 2) the gas flow velocity vgas,

3) the total length of the drift chamber and 4) the mobility / mobilities K one is interested

in separating. While the first factor is quite obvious, the other three have to do with the fact

that not all mobilities necessarily reach asymptotic conditions for a given set of conditions.

Simultaneously, for any real separation to occur in the experiment, vgas must be large

enough so that the distance between the mean values of two particular mobilities z1 and z2

is greater than the full width at half maximum (fwhm) of either peak. This definition of

separation best represents the instrument performance, as opposed to the more widely used

resolution (see below). However, it is true that an asymptotic effective resolution can still

be obtained from eqs 2.13 and 2.14.
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It is important to note that the above asymptotic solution can be reached, regardless of

the initial condition. This is a substantial advantage over other systems as unusually broad

distributions can be sampled into the system and still be corrected axially if sufficient time

is given. This effect, mostly unexplored, could be used to accumulate ions for long periods

and subject to lower space charge.

2.2.3 Non-constant Velocity Profiles and Tail Forming

The previous Nernst Planck equation (eqs 2.2−2.4 ) has been solved assuming that vgas

is a constant in the axial direction.

However, this is not accurate. Generally, in a constant section tube, a flow will eventually

evolve into a parabolic profile. For a tube with a radius r0, the flow velocity for a fully

developed parabolic profile with maximum velocity vmax is

vgas = vmax(1 − r2

r2
0
) (2.15)

Parabolic profiles have been shown to be accurate for TIMS geometries using computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) [ 85 ]. Under such circumstances, eq 2.2 becomes coupled and

the ion distribution solution becomes convoluted (eq 2.8 is not valid). An approximation

to the analytical solution, however, can be explored and compared to a numerical solution,

obtained using SIMION 8.1. Figure 2.4A shows the result when packets of ions of up to

six different mobilities are stopped inside the tube for a constant slope A, atmospheric pres-

sure, and no RF. The simulation was specifically adapted to represent an ideal situation of

a tube with linearly increasing field. Ions start centered, migrate through the tube, and are

eventually stopped at the asymptotic mean value (eq 2.14). At this point, they drift-diffuse

radially. In contrast to the perpendicular migration perceived with constant gas flow, ions

are now pulled back, trying to match gas and drift velocity. As the ions are pulled farther

away from the center, the radial electric field becomes more prominent than either drift or

gas velocity and ions are pushed toward the electrodes. It is encouraging to observe the little

axial diffusion present, even though multiple ions were used to form the trajectories of each

curve.
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An approximation to an analytical solution can be obtained when the variation of the

velocity is assumed to be small (dvgas/dr ≈ 0). Under such circumstances, the mean of the

distribution is given by

z = vmax(1 − r2/r2
0)

KA
(1 − czze−KAt) (2.16)

The analytical approximation states that, as an ion diffuses radially, it has enough time

to accommodate to the change in the velocity of the gas by reducing its drift velocity. This,

however, would not be physically true as far away from the center and toward the electrodes:

the radial drift, because of the residual radial electric field would be too large for the ion

to equilibrate axial drift and gas velocity. Indeed, when comparing the mean values of

the analytical approximation to the SIMION solution, as shown in Figure 2.4B, they agree

remarkably well close to the center but deviate farther away from the center. This is more

prominent for higher mobility ions, because diffusion occurs more quickly.

The full analytical solution should be of the type

z = vmax(1 − 2r2/r2
0e−r2/r2

0)
KA

(1 − czze−KAt) (2.17)

The results from eq 2.17 are shown in Figure 4C. Note that eq 2.17 is an asymptotic

solution. No attempt to find the full analytical solution is made in the present manuscript.

The importance of the parabolic velocity profile should not be underestimated, especially

at atmospheric pressure, because it could seriously impair the resolution of the instrument

if left unchecked. If ions are allowed to migrate through the ramp (Λ < 1) and collected by

a detector, long tails might appear, because of the half-moon-shaped distributions created.

Figure 2.5 shows a comparison between parabolic and constant velocity profiles when ions

are collected a distance L from the particle insertion point. Figure 2.5A shows the effect of

the tails when multiple mobilities are present. While the tail might not be significant for a

single mobility ion, it can become a large problem when multiple mobilities are present. In

contrast, Figure 2.5B shows the ions under constant gas velocity and where all ions can be

easily differentiated. Although the repercussions of the tail will be of paramount importance

when no RF is present, they may also become important with RF and high-mobility ions.
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Aside from RF, there are ways to avoid or attenuate the problem. One possibility is to

insert the ions centered in the tube. Since the radial electric field is proportional to r, it is

extremely weak in the center and the radial migration of the ions can be hampered. Another

way is to taper the tube so that a plug flow is formed, leading to a more constant velocity

in the center. A last resort is to collect the ions only at the center with the corresponding

signal loss.

2.2.4 Radial Losses and RF Confinement at Low Pressures

A relevant issue appearing when using a linearly increasing electric field in the axial

direction is the appearance of a residual electric field to comply with the divergence (eqs

5 and 6). This radial field pushes the ions outward augmenting the effect of regular radial

diffusion. This becomes quite problematic, especially at high pressures, where RF cannot

be used. At such pressures, the only possibility to avoid large diffusion losses is to have the

ions as centered as possible initially while keeping them in the tube for the shortest possible

time. This requires the separation ratio Λ to be small, hampering the overall resolution that

the IDT instrument can achieve.

At low pressures, RF can and should be used to contain the ions. However, the existence

of the residual field (eq 6) complicates the use of RF as an all-ion guide. To study the effect

of this field on the stability of the ions, an ideal RF potential for four hyperbolic rods may

be superimposed on the axial potential:

Φ = Φ0

2r2
0
(x2 − y2), Φ0 = U + V cos (wt + θ0) (2.18)

Here, w is the RF driving frequency, θ0 the initial phase, and U the DC potential applied,

and V the AC potentials applied. Generally, for RF guide-only mode, U should be equal

to 0. With U = 0, and considering the effect of drag, the radial equations of motion

(−→F = q
−→
E −

−→
F drag = M−→a ) in Cartesian coordinates are

M
d2x

dt2 − qx

r2
0

[A2 + V cos (wt + θ0)] + q

K

dx

dt
= 0 (2.19)
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M
d2y

dt2 − qy

r2
0

[A2 − V cos (wt + θ0)] + q

K

dy

dt
= 0 (2.20)

Here, the third term of the two equations corresponds to the drag force, which is propor-

tional to the velocity field of the ions’ movement in x and y directions, and is given, e.g., in

eq 2.19, in terms of ion mobility as q
K

dx
dt

. The electric field (second term) is a composition of

the field provided by Φ and that provided by eq 2.6. Because of the residual radial electric

field, the equations of motion carry a DC-equivalent potential that can not be avoided in

such condition, as if U had been chosen to be −A/2. A/2, unlike U , cannot be chosen to be

0 and will play a very important role in the stability of the ions’ movement. Note that this

DC potential is also different from the one applied in quadrupoles [ 90 ], because it has the

same sign on both eqs 2.19 and 2.20. With a change of variables, eqs 2.19 and 2.20 become

the Mathieu equations:

d2u

dξ2 − [au ± 2qu cos (2ξ)]u + 2q

wmK

du

dξ
= 0 (2.21)

ξ = wt

2 (2.22)

au = 2qA

w2r2
0m

(2.23)

qu = 2qV

w2r2
0m ′ (2.24)

where u represents either x or y direction. Figure 2.6A shows the stability domain for

eqs 2.21 when the drag force is considered negligible (e.g., vacuum conditions). Drag force

at low pressures has been shown to have little influence on stability due to the low collision

frequency between the ions and the buffer gas particles (e.g. N2 or He), which slightly

enlarging the stability region for the ions [  91 ], [ 92 ]. Because of the requirement of always

having an equivalent nonzero DC potential, not all masses are stable at all frequencies, and

care must be taken to not lose ions in the process.
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The motion of ions on stable trajectories is shown in Figures 2.6B and 2.6C for different

initial conditions of position and velocity of the ions. When drag is not considered, the

trajectories are confined to a region that is strongly dependent on the initial conditions and

phase. Figure 2.6B shows trajectories with initial velocities parallel to one of the axes for

θ0 at 0◦ and 180◦. Figure 2.6C shows initial velocities at 45◦. When drag is considered,

stable trajectories tend toward the center, as shown in Figures 2.6B and 2.6C. Random walk

diffusion is not considered and could potentially affect the ion stability.

2.2.5 Effective Resolutions Using RF Confinements

Asymptotic Resolution of the Ramp Region

In a previous manuscript [  1 ], it was described how resolution, in its common definition

used for drift tube ion mobility, z/∆z, was an ill-conditioned parameter for IDT. As an

example, one can look at the case of an IDT with no field present where ions of different

mobilities would reach the detector simultaneously. Despite the very high resolution, in

terms of z/∆z, there would be no separation. A better alternative is to use the resolving

power employed in chromatography for two peaks, given by the ratio of the distance between

two peak centers, ∆z, and the average full width at half − maximum, fwhm, minus 1:

Rp = ∆z

FWHM
− 1 (2.25)

From its definition, one should expect two peaks to be resolved if Rp > 0. Rp can be

used to obtain effective resolutions. For instance, for the TIMS instrument, an effective

asymptotic resolution for the ramp (trapped) region can be obtained when the separation

ratio Λ reaches 1:

RΛ→1 = zasym

FWHMasym

(2.26)
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Here, for a resolution of 100, the instrument will be able to resolve two mobilities that

differ by 1%. Given eqs 2.13 and 2.14, and assuming that, for two very close mobilities,

FWHMasym ≈ 2
√

2 ln (2)σ2
zasym, the asymptotic resolution for a ramp of length L yields:

RΛ→1 =

√√√√ v2
gas

8 ln (2)KAD
=

√
qvgasL

8 ln (2)kbTK
=

√√√√ qAL2

8 ln (2)kbT
=

√
qLEz=L

8 ln (2)kbT
(2.27)

It is assumed that the separation ratio λ reaches one at the end of the ramp so that

zasym = L, given that Ez=L, the corresponding electric field Ez=L = AL. Despite the

similarity of eqs 2.27 to the DTIMS resolution, there are marked differences between the

two. The most important one is that the electric field is not constant like in a DTIMS.

Therefore, the field required to reach Λ = 1 at the end of the tube will be dependent on the

mobility and the velocity of the gas. Moreover, given the quadratic nature of the voltage

employed, one must be careful to avoid breakdown scenarios. In order to explore these

dependencies, it is better to use the second expression for the resolution, which has a direct

dependence on K, vgas, L (eqs 2.27). Figure 2.7A shows the dependence of the resolution

on reduced mobility, K0, for a L = 50cm ramp with different gas velocities, vgas, ranging

from 50 m/s to 200 m/s at two different pressures and a temperature of 300 K. Resolution

shows an inverse square-root dependence with mobility and a marked increase at higher

pressures. At a commonly used gas flow of 150 m/s [  85 ], resolutions of ∼ 200 can be reached

for reduced mobilities of K0 = 0.5cm2/(V s) (CCS ≈ 210A2). However, the voltage required

to trap this mobility would be ∼ 4.0kV at 0.5 m (V = vgasL/2K). For different reduced

mobilities K0 = 0.3 − 1.1cm2/(V s), the change in resolution with gas velocity for L = 50cm

and pressure of 2.5 Torr is given in Figure 2.7B. The resolution of the ramp region has been

somewhat ignored in previous theoretical assessments of the TIMS instrument, because of

the difficulty in solving eqs 2.2 − 2.4. As shown here, it could be of strong consequence if

treated correctly and especially if coupled with the plateau region of the TIMS described

below.
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Resolution in the Plateau Region

To take advantage of the ramp separation and asymptotic resolution, a way to elute the

ions must be included to collect them in a detector or be transferred to a mass spectrometer.

The most reasonable way to elute the ions is to reduce the slope A of the electric field a

sufficient amount so that ions drift outside of the trapping region. Once lowered, the ions

start moving through the plateau region. This plateau region follows a separation procedure

similar to that of the drift tube but where the velocity of the gas carries the ion forward

while the position-independent electric field, Ee, opposes the flow. Using the definition of

resolving power, one can calculate the effective resolution for a plateau of length L2:

Rplateau =

√√√√ qL2ΛpEe

(1 − Λp)16 ln 2kbT
=

√
qL2,effEe

16 ln 2kbT
(2.28)

Here, the separation ratio in the plateau, Λp = KEe/vgas, must be < 1 to allow ions to

move through the plateau with velocity −→v ion = −→v gas(1−Λp). The closer Λp is to 1, the higher

the resolution. One can introduce an effective length, L2,eff = L2Λp/(1 − Λp), to compare

the plateau region to a DTIMS. One can drastically increase the effective length to boost

the resolution, e.g., by ∼ 10 -fold at Λp = 0.99. However, the increase in resolution comes

at a cost. Since the elution is time-based and there is no diffusion control in the plateau,

peaks will have a tendency to broaden as they become separated, greatly decreasing the

peak maximums. A compromise must then be made between maximum peak intensity and

resolution. Equation 2.28 differs from the resolution previously derived for the TIMS [ 64 ].

Aside from other simplifications, the previous resolution assumed that the eluting electric

field changes over time at a given rate. Resolution in eq 2.28 can consider changes in the

electric field by assuming that the separation ratio changes with time, Λp = Λp(t). In fact,

for linear changes in the slope of the field, an average value of the separation ratio Λp can

be used as a substitute in eq 2.28. Λp can then be related to the scan rate β by

Λp = 1 −

√√√√L2Kβ

2v2
gas

(2.29)
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Combined Resolution for TIMS

The overall resolution is a complicated convolution of both regions, ramp and plateau,

and is given by

Rtotal = (L2,eff + L)
√

Eeq

8 ln 2kbT (LΛp + 2L2,eff )
(2.30)

When L2,eff � L, i.e., the effective plateau length is much larger than the length of

the ramp region, eq 2.30 reduces to previous reported resolutions except for a factor of Λp,

perhaps because of different simplifications [  64 ]. Figure 2.7C shows the combined resolution

for a plateau length of L2 = 50cm, as a function of the change in Λp from 0.7 to 0.99

for different reduced mobilities K0. While resolutions are extremely high for very high

plateau separation ratios, it will involve losing maximum peak intensity, and care must be

taken. It is easy to observe that the length of the plateau L2 is not as important as the

separation ratio (Λp) used. In principle, one could have a very small physical length and

still achieve high separation if a large separation ratio Λp would be employed. In fact, this

can be observed when one tries to obtain the resolution of the TIMS instrument with only

46 mm in length. Figure 2.7D shows such resolution as a function of the scan rate, β,

using eq 2.29 and assuming that the scan rate is linear with time, as is the case in TIMS.

The slower the scan rate, the higher the resolution (higher average separation ratios). The

proportionality Rtotal ≈ β−0.25 in Figure 2.7D is not exact as derived from the equations.

Under all scenarios presented, it is considered that the ions inside the ramp have reached its

asymptotic condition. This might not be the case if the scan rate is too fast.

The resolutions obtained here should be considered an upper bound, since they neglect

the effects of parabolic velocity profiles. However, R ≈ 400 have already been obtained

experimentally in TIMS revealing the instrument possibilities [  93 ]. The greatest benefit of

these systems, not possible in a DTIMS, is that, regardless of the initial width of the package

of ions, well-defined asymptotic distributions are guaranteed at the beginning of the plateau

region, thanks to the confinement in the ramp.
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Figure 2.2. Comparison of numerical and analytical solutions (from eqs 2.9−
2.11)) for (A) the radial direction and (B) the axial direction. If a broad
distribution is chosen initially in the axial direction, it is not only constrained
but narrows as time passes.
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Figure 2.3. (A) Evolution of a three-dimensional mobility distribution as it
progresses through the ramp region of the instrument at three different instants
in time (no RF). As the distribution progresses, ions freely migrate radially but
are contained in the axial direction (see insets). The axial distribution width
has been purposefully enhanced by a factor of 10. (B) Evolution of packets
of ions of different mobilities (singly charged spheres of given diameters) as
they are being separated in the ramp region. More mobile ions diffuse more
radially. However, they are all contained axially.

Figure 2.4. (A) SIMION 8.1 trajectory results of packages of singly charged
spherical ions of six different mobilities being axially trapped in a tube with a
parabolic velocity profile and no RF. Ions start centered, migrate through the
tube, and stop when Λ = 1. At that point, they drift − diffuse radially. (B)
Superposition of analytical approximation eq 2.16 when (dvgas)/dr ≈ 0 and
SIMION 8.1 trajectories. (C) Analytical approximation using eq 2.17.
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Figure 2.5. Intensity as a function of time for ions collected a distance L
downstream in an IDT with no RF for (A) a parabolic velocity profile and (B)
a constant velocity profile. Note the effect of the tails created in panel (A).
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Figure 2.6. (A) Stability region of eq 20. For a positive A, the stable region is
shown in gray while an enlarged stability domain is shown in the inset. (B) RF
confinement ion trajectories with and without drag for initial velocities parallel
to one of the axes and non-centered initial positions. (C) RF confinement ion
trajectories with and without drag for initial velocities at 45o.

Figure 2.7. Asymptotic resolutions of the ramp and plateau regions. (A)
Ramp resolution RΛ→1 as a function of reduced mobility K0 for different gas
velocities. (B) RΛ→1 as a function of vgas for different reduced mobilities
K0. (C) Rtotal, as a function of reduced mobility K0, for different average
separation ratios Λp. (D)Rtotal, as a function of the scan rate β for different
reduced mobilities.
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3. HIGH RESOLUTION VARYING FIELD DRIFT TUBE ION

MOBILITY SPECTROMETER WITH DIFFUSION

AUTOCORRECTION

This section is from a published manuscript of the author of this dissertation from ref. [ 94 ].

Author Xi Chen has contributed to the methodology, design of the experiment, data analysis

and writing of the original draft. Author Dr. Carlos Larriba-Andaluz (the corresponding

author) has contributed to the theoretical calculation, review and edition of the manuscript.

Author Viraj Gandhi, Joshua Coots, Yinghui Fan, Liang Xu and Dr. Nobuhiko Fukushima

have contributed to the review of the manuscript.

3.1 Overview

Drift Tubes (DT) have been used prominently to classify ions in the gas phase and its

simplicity has made it the Ion Mobility Spectrometer (IMS) of choice for analytical chemists

[ 95 ]. This is in juxtaposition to its very limited or negligible use in aerosol science, where

the Differential Mobility Analyzer has been the tool of choice even for ions as small as

a few nanometers [ 46 ]. There are obvious reasons for both choices, but there are some

inherent advantages to each system that should not be ignored by the other field. The DMA

coupled to a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) [ 96 ], in what has been known to date as

a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) [  48 ], has very high transmission and measurement

range although many commercially available systems have low resolution [  51 ], are relatively

slow and suffer from diffusion problems for small nanometer sizes [ 65 ]. On the other hand,

the DT has relatively higher resolution, it is generally faster than a regular scanning DMA

but has lower transmission (due to its duty cycle), and its measurement range is, in general,

limited to a few nanometers [ 28 ], [ 54 ].

It is noteworthy to mention that some of the points addressed in the previous paragraph

are generalizations. There exist high resolution DMA systems which can reach resolutions

in excess of 100 [  34 ], [  97 ] and there are plenty of studies on improving the transmission

and reducing diffusion losses for small ions in DMAs [  98 ], [  99 ]. Another issue that requires
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clarifcation is that pertaining to the characterization speed of the instruments. While a

scanning DMA may take several minutes to collect the spectra, one can potentially have

response times in a DMA of tens to hundreds of microseconds (the residence time in the

DMA). In contrast, not all DTs have poor transmission, there are some that use a Hadamard

transform with convoluted pulsing times which increase overall transmission to 50% [ 100 ],

[ 101 ].

In all, given the capability of DT systems, their use should be naturally extended to the

study of aerosols. In fact, there are plenty of examples of atmospheric pressure drift tubes

with high resolution to study small ions [ 102 ]–[ 105 ]. Despite this, it has not been until very

recently that there has been a major push to bring the technology into the aerosol field

[ 57 ], [ 106 ], [ 107 ]. The reasons behind its lack of use might have been the necessity for a fast

response CPC, the limited size range, or the inability to bring a flow of charged particles into

a high voltage DT system. Whatever the reason, new technology is now becoming available

to overcome these deficiencies and thus the DT should eventually become a useful tool for

sub 100 nm aerosol particles.

The operational principle of a DT system is quite simple. A constant field generated by

a series of cylindrical electrodes is used to propagate a swarm of ions of different mobilities

into a detector where an arrival time distribution is recorded. In order to correctly quantify

this time, the ions are pulsed into the system through a gate at known intervals. In this way,

the resolution of an initial point source distribution is given by [ 53 ]:

RDT −IMS = x

∆x
= tvdrift

(16DLt ln 2)1/2 = ( qEL

16kbt ln 2)1/2 (3.1)

where q is the charge, E is the electric field, L is the tube length, kb is the Boltzmann

constant and DL is the longitudinal diffusion and T is the temperature. It seems evident

that the resolution is proportional to the square root of the electric field and the length

of the tube. Equation (3.1), however, is sometimes misleading as the initial ion package

width is impossible to be infinitesimal [  55 ], and the resolution should be related to the

initial distribution. Actually, the initial package width greatly impacts resolution and leads

to a maximum possible theoretical resolution which does not occur at the highest field.
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This initial package diffuses as it travels through the system, worsening resolution-due to

longitudinal diffusion-as well as transmission-due to transversal diffusion. The larger the

initial distribution, the wider of the final ion distribution. It suffices to say that controlling

or correcting diffusion would increase the resolution and transmission of the system.

Attempts at diffusion correction have been done previously. In particular, transversal

diffusion has been corrected at low pressures by using radio frequency (RF) technology,

but the high voltage and frequency needed precludes its use at atmospheric pressure. RF

technology can be observed in extremely long drift tubes, either in portions of the system

where a funnel centers the ions [  51 ], or throughout the whole path length such as in Structures

for Lossless Ion Manipulation (SLIM) [  108 ], [  109 ]. Studies aimed at correcting longitudinal

diffusion are more scarce. In such systems, a non-constant field in the axial direction is

used to constrict axial diffusion. The concept of using a varying field is not new. It was

first attempted by Zeleny [ 63 ] in the 19th century and later on used mostly conceptually for

multiple geometries and different pressures. The principle is based on the solenoidal principle

of an unperturbed electric field (∇ · E = 0) that suggests a variation of a field can be used

to compress the ions in a particular dimension while stretching them in another. At low

pressures, a commercially available system that makes use of this principle is the Trapped Ion

Mobility Spectrometer (TIMS) which, as the name suggests, traps the ions thanks to varying

fields and the use of RF to subsequently release them [  62 ]. At atmospheric pressure, there

are a few systems that have taken advantage of nonlinear fields. Interestingly, one of its first

appearances was to improve DMA resolution through the reduction of diffusive broadening

in what was labeled a Drift Differential Mobility Analyzer [  110 ]. Ion compression was also

observed when studying the three zones of Bradbury-Nielsen type gates where “the enlarged

depletion zone, the reduced dispersion zone, and the electrically enhanced compression zone

consistently help to produce narrower peaks” [ 111 ]. This non-uniform field idea was later

explored by the same authors to increase the sensitivity of Ion Mobility Spectrometers [ 112 ].

The principle of the IDT [ 1 ], [ 2 ] has been recently explored where a gas flow pushes the ions

forward while a linearly increasing electric field is used as a means to separate them. Since

no RF can be used, the IDT suffers from loss of signal due to an enhanced radial dilation of

the ion distribution and the difficulty of aligning the centers of symmetry of field and gas.
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In this manuscript, the knowledge gained with the IDT is put to the test to develop a new

type of Drift Tube that uses a varying electric field and benefits from diffusion correction.

In the Varying Field Drift Tube (VFDT), a linearly decreasing electric field is employed

to propagate the ions forward which allows for diffusion constriction to occur axially. An

experimental prototype is used to show that resolutions of 90 or more are achievable for

singly charged small ions (1-3 nm), but where there is no particular limitation to achieve high

resolution for larger particles as well. The theoretical expression for the resolution is inferred

from the Nernst-Planck ion balance equation revealing that the asymptotic resolution of the

VFDT is higher than that of the DT even for an infinitesimal source. It is also shown

that when starting with an initially broad distribution in the axial direction, a narrower

distribution can be collected at the end of the tube making this system unique. The drawback

is that the distribution is constricted axially at the expense of enlarging it radially [  1 ], [  2 ].

The effect of enhanced radial diffusion can be shown theoretically to be negligible as long

as the distribution is kept in the center of the tube. The transformation from arrival time

distribution to mobility depends on the slope of the electric field but it is a simple linear

transformation for all mobilities. Finally, the transformation from mobility to diameter

of Collision Cross Section (CCS) can be done using Stokes-Millikan’s or Mason-Schamp’s

equation and a comparison to models using Molecular Dynamics is performed.

3.2 Experimental setup and methods

3.2.1 VFDT construction

The construction is loosely based on the existing conventional Drift Tube from Kanomax

(Osaka, Japan) and a brief description of the modifications will be provided here [ 57 ]. As

depicted in Fig. 3.1, the VFDT consists of a 3 cm ionization region and a ∼ 18 cm drift

region, which are separated by three layers of metallic grids (red color dotted lines) 2 − 3

mm apart. The second grid serves as the gating electrode which is connected to a Behlke

pulser (HTS 21-03-GSM, Germany) providing an asymmetric high voltage square wave by

means of a Siglent wave generator (Model SDG 2042 X, OH, USA). The asymmetric square

wave allows the selection of both the pulsing time and the maximum drift time allowed.
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The other two grids are connected to different high voltages (10kV and 8kV in Fig. 3.1) to

provide a field for the ions to travel through the gate and to serve as a shield to avoid any

interference of the pulse with the drift field and/or detector. When the pulser provides a

voltage of a few hundred volts below the voltage of the third mesh (e.g. ∼ 7.5kV ), the ions

are not permitted into the drift region. Raising it a few hundred volts over the third mesh

(e.g.8.5 ∼ 9kV ) provides a positive field for the ions to pass the gate. This field is then used

to establish the pulse time for a particular mobility by subtracting the residence time between

the second and third grid from the pulse time of the wave generator. For 1 − 3 nm ions,

this residence time is theoretically less than 100µs. However, from experimental observation,

the effective residence time seems to be closer to 400µs − 600µs (no ions can be observed

below a given pulse time) so 400µs was chosen as the residence time. While this method

might lead to overestimating the pulse time due to hectic ions, it seems the most reasonable

choice without a more thorough study of the gate. Within the drift region, a combination

of two electric fields, a linearly decreasing field followed by a constant field, was generated

using a series of resistors as shown in an inset of Fig. 3.1. The first portion corresponds

to a linearly decreasing electric field while the second portion provides a constant electric

field that is used to push the ions into the detector. A shielded Faraday cage was used as

the ion detector connected to a Keithley electrometer (Model 428-PROG, FL, USA) with a

1e10 amplification and a 300µs filter to reduce the noise coming from the pulser. While an

ionization region exists where a radioactive source can be placed to charge airborne particles,

for the experiments shown in this work, an electrospray system was installed in the front

of the system. The voltage applied was around 2kV higher than the first electrode and a

floating HV power supply was used to deliver the voltage (EMCO HV, Now Spellman, E121).

The inner diameter of both ionization region and drift region is 40 mm. The system was

open to atmospheric pressure and operated at room temperature conditions (around 20◦C).

A flow may be used when necessary to provide further control on the ions flowing to the

detector and to maximize the signal.
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Figure 3.1. Experimental sketch of the Varying Field Drift Tube with an
Electrospray source. An inset with the electric field used experimentally is
provided

3.2.2 Chemicals and reagents

Four tetraalkylammonium bromides salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,

MO), including tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBA), tetrapentylammonium bromide (TPA),

tetrahexylammonium bromide (TXA) and tetraheptylammonium bromide (THA). These

salts were dissolved into a concentration of 15mM , 15mM , 7mM and 7mM respectively,

in a solution of 50%/50% of methanol/water. The solution was placed inside a pressurized

polypropylene vial and pushed through a silica capillary (ID: 40µm, OD: 360µm, Polymicro

Technologies) to the tip where a Taylor Cone was created and the solution electrosprayed.

3.2.3 Experimental methods

To study the effect of the varying field on the ions, a series of experiments were performed.

An initial series of experiments were run using different pulse times to study the arrival time

of the ions and whether or not the arrival time correlated linearly with mobility. To study

the effect of the pulsing time and voltage on the resolution, two experiments were performed;

the first consisting of a variation of the initial pulse time keeping the voltage fixed while the

second one corresponding to a variation of the voltage with fixed pulse. Finally, to verify

whether or not diffusion autocorrection was occurring in the system, a test comparing a

constant field DT and the VFDT was performed.
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3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Insight into pulsing time and its importance for characterizing larger
aerosol particles

When a pulsing voltage is used to gate the ions into the drift region, the width of the pulse

tpulse strongly affects the signal and resolution of the distribution of ions. An example of such

scenario can be made apparent by means of the models illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The width

of the pulse establishes in a sense the width of the initial distribution that is inserted into

the drift region. The larger the width of the pulse, the larger the amount of ions inside the

system and therefore the larger signal gain. However, this initial breadth negatively affects

the resolution. In Fig. 3.2, the 2D axisymmetric Nernst-Planck solution for a conventional

drift tube has been used to describe the drift of two packets of ions of different mobilities.

The figure is taken at an instant inside the drift tube. On the left figure, the smaller tpulse

allows the ions to be fully separated at the cost of having much smaller signal. On the

right, an initially larger tpulse makes the separation barely visible for the same drift tube

characteristics. However, there is a clear increase in signal intensity. As an example, the

expected resolution for a 1.2 nm particle in a 9 kV, 20 cm drift tube would be 29 for a 1 ms

pulse and 60 for a 0.5 ms.

The issue does not end there. Ions that during the pulse time do not cover the physical

distance between the gated mesh and the mesh downstream will be lost. This is, in particular,

problematic for larger ions and nanoparticles with very small mobilities as their drift velocity

is small. For this purpose, a very large pulse time is needed in order to get signal through

the gate. This increase in pulse time worsens the resolution of all ions that are more mobile

making the DT very inconvenient for larger aerosol particles. Under such circumstances, it

might be more reasonable to divide the collection of the spectra into two or more regions

with different pulsing times.

It would be a great advantage if one could conveniently use a higher signal while still

being able to separate the ions at high resolution. The purpose of this manuscript is to

show that it is indeed possible by taking advantage of diffusion autocorrection to obtain

high resolutions even when large pulse times are used at the pulsed gate.
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Figure 3.2. Resolution and signal intensity for two tpulse for two ion distribu-
tions of different mobilities migrating through a Drift Tube as simulated using
the Nernst-Planck equation for constant field. While the small pulse allows
the two ions to be resolved, the larger pulse allows more signal.

3.3.2 Theoretical interpretation of the Varying Field Drift Tube and comparison
to regular drift tubes

In order to first understand the reasoning behind diffusion autocorrection, it is necessary

to interpret the problem theoretically. Consider a population of ions n(z, r, t) of a single

species created at one end of a cylindrically symmetric drift space with uniform gas of number

density N . This population is subject to a linearly decreasing electric field E = A(LE −z) in

the axial direction. A is the slope of the electric field while LE is the distance at which the

field becomes zero, which can be larger than the total characterization distance inside the

drift tube. For an ion of mobility Z, assuming E/N is small, the Nernst-Planck equation is

given by:

∂n(z, r, t)
∂t

− ∇ · (D · ∇n(z, r, t) − Z
−→
E n(z, r, t)) = 0 (3.2)

n(±∞, ±∞, t) = 0 (3.3)
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n(z, r, 0) = f(z, r) (3.4)

where f(z, r) corresponds to the initial concentration regardless of whether it is a normal

distribution or a point source. In eq. (3.2), D is the isotropic diffusion tensor which is

assumed constant. The initial condition for a total count ns is:

n(z, r, 0) = f(z, r) = ns

(2π) 3
2

√
σ2

z0σ
2
r0

e
− (z−z0)2

2σ2
z0 e

− r2
2σ2

r0 (3.5)

σ2
z0 = kbT

qA
(1 − czσ); σ2

r0 = 2Dr

ZA
(crσ − 1) (3.6)

σ2
z0 = kbT

qA
(1 − czσ); σ2

r0 = 2Dr

ZA
(crσ − 1) (3.7)

z0 = LE(1 − czz) (3.8)

Here, czσ ≤ 1, crσ ≥ 1 and czz ≤ 1 are constant. Any mean value or standard deviation

of a normal distribution can therefore be chosen as the initial condition. Choosing the value

of the constants to be one will provide a point source distribution. Neglecting the existence

of free charge leads to a second equation:

∇ ·
−→
E = 0 (3.9)

Provided that the field is known in the axial direction as defined previously, the solenoidal

aspect of the field yields the solution to the radial electric field, which could be wrote as:

−→
Er = Ar

2
−→
Ur (3.10)
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Assuming there is no correlation between radial and axial directions, the balance pop-

ulation can be written as n(z, r, t) = nz(z, t)nr(r, t) and a unique solution can be obtained

when the initial condition is either a point or a gaussian distribution:

n(z, r, t) = ns

(2π) 3
2

√
σ2

z0σ
2
r0

e
− (z−z0)2

2σ2
z0 e

− r2
2σ2

r0 (3.11)

with:

σ2
z = DL

ZA
(1 − czσe−2ZAt) = kbT

qA
(1 − czσe−2ZAt) (3.12)

σ2
r = 2Dr

ZA
(czσeZAt − 1) (3.13)

z = LE(1 − czze−ZAt) (3.14)

There are a couple of notable features of the VFDT that need to be mentioned at this

point. The first one is that eq. (3.12) shows that the standard deviation in the axial

direction asymptotes to the value of σ2
z = kbT/qA as time goes to infinity, providing a

diffusion restriction in the axial direction. This differs from the regular drift tube where

the standard deviation goes to infinity as time goes to infinity. It is true nonetheless that

z = LE is not an experimentally feasible result so the detector is naturally placed at a

distance L < LE.

The resolution, R, of a varying feld region at a position L < LE for an infinitesimally

small initial distribution, is given by the ratio of the average position of the ions divided by

the average full width at half maximum, FWHM =
√

8 ln(2)σ2
z , of the peak distribution in

the axial direction:

RV F DT = z

FWHM
=

√
qLAL

8 ln (2)kbT

1 − e−ZAt

√
1 − e−2ZAt

= L

LE

√
qLEEmax

8 ln (2)kbT

1 − e−ZAt

√
1 − e−2ZAt

(3.15)
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where Emax = ALE. As t goes to infinity and L ∼ LE, the resolution will be:

RV F DT,t→∞ =
√

qLEEmax

8 ln (2)kbT
(3.16)

which is
√

2 ∼ 1.414 larger than the regular drift tube resolution for L = LE and constant

electric field Emax. For a non-infinitesimal initial distribution, the resolution would become:

RV F DT = z

FWHM
=

√
qLEEmax

8 ln (2)kbT

(L/LE)2√
1 − czσ(1 − 2L/LE + (L/LE)2)

(3.17)

Note in eq. (3.17) that as L ∼ LE, the term multiplied by the constant czσ goes to zero.

This implies that the VFDT eventually corrects any initial distribution width. This result

deviates from the usual DT resolution which will only increase over any initial distribution.

As a matter of fact, the resolution for a regular DT with initial standard deviation σz0 , field

Emax (or voltage V0 = EmaxL) is given by [ 55 ]:

RDT = L√
16 ln 2kbT L

qEmax
+ 8 ln 2σ2

z0
= 1√

16kbT ln 2
qV0

+ t2
pulse
t2

(3.18)

As can be interpreted from eq. (3.18), the width of the initial distribution has a very

strong effect on total resolution. The larger the initial width, the poorer the resolution and

there is no possibility to correct it for a DT. Comparison between resolution of DT and VFDT

for different L/LE ratios, pulsing times and different fields are provided in Fig. 3.3. As shown

in Fig. 3.3 (a), for an infinitesimally small distribution, 7kV (14kV for DT corresponding

to the same Emax) and a fixed length LE of 18 cm, the DT performs better than the VFDT

until L/LE > 1/4(
√

17 − 1) ≈ 0.7808 where the VFDT starts performing better. This is

nonetheless an ideal case. When for example an initial pulse of 600µs is considered, also

shown in Fig. 3.3 (a), the VFDT markedly outperforms the DT for any L > 0.5LE. This is

the case for any pulse time used as can be seen in Fig. 3.3 (b) for a fixed ratio L/LE = 0.9.

Although as present, the effect of the initial width of the distribution is much smaller in the

VFDT. It is also interesting to note that due to the pulse time, the highest initial voltage or

field does not necessarily guarantee the highest resolution. In fact, lower voltage increases
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the arrival time and reduces the overall effect of the pulse time increasing resolution. To

explore this in more detail, one can plot the resolution as a function of the electric field

as presented in Fig. 3.3 (c) for different pulsing times and L/LE = 0.9. For all the cases

explored except the point source, the resolution peaks at a maximum (which can be easily

inferred from the equations) that depends on the voltage employed and the pulse time. It is

evident though that the VFDT outperforms the DT for all voltages and pulses considered.

3.3.3 Experimental validation of the varying field system

To avoid leaving the ions inside the drift region for too long leading to unwanted diffusion,

our experimental setup is made up of two regions, an initial VFDT region that corrects the

initial pulse, followed by a DT region similarly to what is observed in the example inset of

Fig. 3.1. This will result in a lower resolution than theoretically predicted for the VFDT

but will allow larger particles to be collected faster and with a higher overall signal.

Figure 3.3. A) Resolution as function of the ratio L/LE for a fixed LE

and 7kV for VFDT (solid) and 14kV DT (dashed) and different pulses. B)
Resolution as a function of pulse time for different voltages (to match initial
Emax, the initial voltage is twice that of the VFDT) for VFDT (solid) and DT
(dashed) for L/LE = 0.9. C)Resolution as a function of Emax for L/LE = 0.9
and different pulsing times for VFDT (solid) and DT (dashed).

The intensity as a function of the raw arrival time distribution of an electrosprayed

mixture of tetraalkylammonium salts is shown in Fig. 3.4. In order to recreate this figure,

two different pulsing times were used for a voltage of 7kV . To obtain the first 80 ms of the

plot, a pulse time of 0.9 ms was employed while a pulse of 2.6 ms was used to obtain the
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signal after 80 ms. The reason behind this choice is based on the fact that a higher resolution

is obtained for the first pulse while a larger pulse can be used to obtain higher signal in the

second set of ions without qualitative loss of information. A set of easily distinguishable

peaks is produced by the mixture of salts. The first four peaks in the figure, labeled as

C+
x , correspond to the monomer peaks formed of a single cation and ordered by size. The

peaks that follow, dimers, trimers and multimers, are formed by mixtures of neutral pairs

and a cation. The difficulty resides in the fact that since the salts were mixed in the sample

prior to electrospraying, the neutral pairs and cations may originate from different salts

which convolutes the elucidation of the system. Careful study reveals the origin of the peaks

as labeled in the form [CxBr]C+
y , where x and y may correspond to the same or different

salts. An ion mobility-mass spectrometry study confirmed that this is indeed the correct

assignment of the peaks. For 0.9 ms at 7kV , the resolution achieved for the dimer peaks is

around 80, which is significantly higher than the predicted resolution of a DT while about

1.7 times below the theoretical value predicted for the VFDT.

Figure 3.4. Intensity as a function of arrival time distribution for a mixture
of four tetraalkylammonium salts. The monomer and dimer peaks are labeled
using the nomenclature [CxBr]nC+

y where Ci corresponds to the alkyl chain
length. To recreate this spectra, two different pulses were used, 0.9 ms for the
first 80 ms and 2.6 ms for the rest. This allows larger ions to be collected
without losing resolution.
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A transformation of drift time to diameter is necessary for a careful study of the analyties

in the system. The transformation can be easily calculated if the parameters chosen for the

electric field are known. It turns out that the relation between drift time and mobility

is quite similar to that of the voltage-mobility in a DMA which allows for a very simple

transformation. For the initial voltage used in this experiment:

Z = L2

tV0
(0.5 − ln(1/3)

2 ) (3.19)

where V0 is the initial voltage employed. As the transformation is linear, one can use any

calibrant to do the transformation in a much simpler way (similarly to what is done for a

DMA). For example, one can use the reference of THA+ which appears at tref = 46.51ms

with a mobility of Zref = 0.972cm2/V s such that:

Z = Zref ∗ tref

t
(3.20)

Eq. (3.20) readily yields the mobility of every point in our system. In order to calculate

the Collision Cross Section (CCS) Ω and mobility diameter of the ions, the Mason-Schamp

equation is used [ 53 ]:

Z = 3
16

q

ρgas

(1 + mgas

Mw

)1/2
√

2πmgas

kbT

1
Ω (3.21)

where ρgas is the density of the gas (1.225kg/m3), Mw is the molecular weight of the ion

and mgas is the molecular mass of the gas (28.96 Da for air). The mobility diameter can

then be obtained by assuming that the CCS corresponds to a spherical ion. To facilitate

the transformation, the term (1 + mgas

Mw
)1/2 in eq. (3.21) has been absorbed into Ω (making

it Ωr = Ω(1 + mgas

Mw
)−1/2). In such case, then the Stokes-Millikan equation agrees with eq.

(3.21) as long as Ωr = 1.36π

4 (dz)2. It is then quite simple to calculate the mobility diameter of

the ions once the mobility is known (assuming the ions are singly charged). Fig. 3.5 provides

the corresponding diameter of the ions present.

To show that the transformation is indeed linear and therefore accurate when the correct

reference is used, a possibility is to compare experimentally and numerically inferred mobil-
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Figure 3.5. Transformation of arrival time distribution into mobility diameter
for the Data in Fig. 3.4.

ity diameter ratios of two candidate structures. The two structures chosen were tetrabutyl

(TBA) and tetraheptylammonium (THA) salts with an experimental mobility diameter ratio

of 1.47/1.236 = 1.189. These salts are very flexible due to the long alkyl branches and one

single structure is insufficient to correctly calculate CCS that are comparable to the exper-

imental one. For such reason salts were then modeled, minimized and Molecular Dynamics

were run for 100 ps 7 and 17 different times for the TBA and THA respectively (Chem 3D

v. 18.0) yielding differing structures each trial. The numerical CCS, and hence the mobility

diameter, were calculated using the software IMoS v.1.10 averaging over all CCS obtained

for each salt [  24 ], [  25 ]. As proven in a different manuscript, the structures produced by

MD are oversized and must be reduced to get accurate CCS. For a 91% diffuse, 9% elastic

accommodation with ion-induced dipole calculation, a reduction of 30% seems to yield the

most accurate CCS values. The ratios when no reduction is present, for a 19% reduction

and for a 30% reduction are 1.212, 1.19, 1.182 respectively which are acceptable values when

compared to the experimental counterpart.

In order to test the capability of the instrument and the theoretically inferred resolution,

a set of experiments were also completed testing signal intensity and resolution as a function

of pulsing time and voltage. Fig. 3.6 shows the effect of the reduction of the pulse time on

the dimer peaks for a fixed voltage of 7kV . As the pulse time is reduced, the signal decreases
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Figure 3.6. Intensity as a function of arrival time distribution for a set of
dimers obtained at the same initial voltage and varying the pulsing time. As
the pulsing time is decreased, the signal lower but the resolution increases.

and the resolution increases. For a pulse of 0.9 ms, the resolution acquired was 96. If the

width at half maximum of the peak is measured for a 0.9 ms pulse, it is around 0.7 ms, which

is smaller than the initial width of the peak which seems to suggest that the autocorrection

effect is present. Note that for a regular DT, the width of the peak could never be smaller

than the initial peak width. The pulsing time can be reduced even further and resolutions

of 120 have been achieved but not shown as the loss in signal outweighs the improvement

in resolution. For this particular experiment, a pulse below 200µs would lead to a complete

loss of signal so clearly an improvement of the gates or centering of the initial ion package

has to be pursued before a smaller pulse is used and the highest achievable resolution tested.

Figure 3.7. Intensity as a function of arrival time distribution for a set of
monomers for the same pulsing time but different initial voltages. The lowest
resolution happens to be that of the highest voltage. A reduction of the pulsing
time increases the resolution for the largest voltage as expected.
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Fig. 3.7 studies the resolution and intensity as a function of voltage for a pulse time

of 0.9 ms. Similar overall intensity is observed for all voltage. Although the highest count

is observed for the highest voltage, peaks widen as the voltage decreases. Despite this, the

resolutions calculated for the tetrahexylammonium salt monomer are 57.1, 84.1 and 80.125

for 10kV , 7.5kV and 4.5kV respectively. The fact that the highest resolution does not occur

for the highest voltage (as would be expected from a source point distribution in a DT) is

already very forth-telling that our theoretical studies are sound. Looking at Fig. 3.3 (B),

it nonetheless seems to suggest that the highest resolution should have appeared for 7kV ,

followed closely by 4.5kV and the finally for 10kV which is exactly the case experimentally.

While theoretical results seem to agree with what is experimentally observed in this case, it is

true that 2 dimensional effects weigh more than theoretically expected for the longer residence

times as can be observed by the tail forming at 4.5kV . It is also true that the effective

experimental pulse times are perhaps different than the ones we inferred directly from the

wave generator. It is clear, however, that there is a maximum in the resolution that depends

on the voltage and pulsing times used. To show that the results are indeed qualitatively

correct, we reduced the pulse time to 290µs for 10kV and the resolution increases to 83 in

line with what is expected for a reduction of the pulse.

To fully study the effect of autocorrection on the VFDT, a reasonable experiment would

be to compare a constant field DT and the VFDT with a similar overall arrival time using

the same pulse time. The results are shown in Fig. 3.8, where the fields were adjusted so

that the arrival times were as close as possible for two different pulse times, 900 and 600µs.

The two pulse times were calculated using the same exact field inside the three-grid region.

The top of Fig. 3.8 first shows the arrival time distribution of several dimers using the 900µs

pulse. The bottom follows with two plots focusing on the [C5Br]C+
5 peak and different

pulses. To make the comparison a little bit clearer, the peaks were normalized in the figure

and slightly shifted (< 0.2ms) so that the beginning of the [C5Br]C+
5 peaks was on top of

each other. If the plots were not normalized, the constant field DT had approximately 10%

more signal overall probably due to off centering of the initial ions. Given that the arrival

drift velocity of the ions is approximately the same, albeit slightly higher for the DT, the

fact that the peak width is narrower for the VFDT confirms that autocorrection must be
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Figure 3.8. Normalized intensity as a function of arrival time distribution a
set of dimer peaks for different pulsing times and two instruments; a constant
field Drift Tube and the VFDT. Top) Set of dimer peaks for 900µs. Bottom
Left) Close-up of peak [C5Br]C+

5 taken from above. Bottom Right) Close-up
of peak [C5Br]C+

5 taken for a pulse time of 600µs.

present. A quick calculation suggests that in this particular case, an increase of 20 − 30% in

the resolution is present thanks to the incorporation of the varying field.
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4. ENHANCING SEPARATION AND CONSTRICTION OF

ION MOBILITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN DRIFT TUBES AT

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE USING VARYING FIELDS

This section is from a published manuscript of the author of this dissertation from ref. [ 3 ].

Author Xi Chen has contributed to the methodology, design of the experiment, data analysis

and writing of the original draft. Author Dr. Carlos Larriba-Andaluz (the corresponding

author) has contributed to the theoretical calculation, review and edition of the manuscript.

Author Mohsen Latif has contributed to the data analysis and review of the manuscript.

Author Viraj Gandhi, Xuemeng Chen, Leyan Hua and Dr. Nobuhiko Fukushima have con-

tributed to the review of the manuscript.

4.1 Overview

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is an effective and well-established technology for the

detection and identification of ions in the gas phase. In traditional IMS, particles are sepa-

rated under the influence of a homogeneous electric field through a buffer gas environment

according to their individual mobilities, which is related to the size, shape, charge, and the

collision cross section (CCS) of the ions. The characteristics of IMS instruments, like fast

response (in microsecond), excellent detection limit (at ppb levels), low cost and high sensi-

tivity [  113 ], made it widely applicable for analytical chemistry [  95 ]. In recent decades, the

increasing interest has led to thorough research that has been dedicated to combine IMS with

mass spectrometry (MS) [  114 ], [  115 ]. IMS-MS is unique at providing a second dimension

of separation, which is beneficial to characterize and identify the structure of isomers and

improves the capability of the system to analyze and quantify the compounds in complicated

mixtures.

The conventional Drift Tube systems have a simple working principle. A nearly uniform

electric field is introduced by a series of stacked ring electrodes, and a swarm of ions in the

drift region are propagated by the combination of electrical field and the drag force of the

buffer gas yielding an equilibrium velocity, normally referred to as the drift velocity. The
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distribution of the analyte ion is measured when the ions reach a detector and is given as an

arrival time distribution (ATD). In recent decades, much work had been done by researchers

to improve the implementation of the DTIMS instruments. To improve the simplicity and

portability, a number of nontraditional materials have been investigated for its construction,

including resistive glass [ 116 ]–[ 118 ], printed circuit boards [  119 ] and 3D printed IMS [  107 ].

Besides, inverse ion mobility spectrometry [ 120 ] and flowing atmospheric-pressure afterglow

(FAPA) technology [  121 ] were used to improve the transmission. Compared with congeneric

products, for example, Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) [  33 ], [  34 ], the prominent fea-

tures of simplicity, faster scanning and relatively higher resolution of a DT system, make it

a practical consideration also in aerosol science [  57 ], [  106 ], [  107 ]. The DT does suffer some

deficiencies such as that of low transmission (due to the duty cycle) and limited measurement

range to a few nanometers in diameter [ 28 ], [ 54 ].

With the development of IMS, there has been an increasing need to improve its resolution

and sensitivity, a set of criteria used to evaluate the importance of drift versus diffusion of

the ions in the separation process. In the axial direction, the resolution of the DTIMS can

be defined in either length scale or time scale [ 53 ]:

RDT = z

∆z
= t

∆tF W HM

= 1√
t2
pulse
t2 + 16kbT ln 2

qEL

(4.1)

where z is the length of the drift region, ∆z is the width of ion distribution in the axial

direction, t is the drift time to the detector and ∆tF W HM is the full width at half maximum of

the temporal distribution, q is the charge, L is the length of the drift region, E is a constant

electric field, kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature. In the eq., tpulse is the

initial pulse time due to the time required to traverse the gate. Given eq. (4.1), there are

a few possibilities that may increase the resolution of the system. One would be increasing

the electric field or the length of the instrument. The first of such choices has the breakdown

limitation, while the latter is somewhat restricted, in particular at atmospheric pressure due

to losses through diffusion. Another option is to decrease the temperature but maintaining

a low temperature system is costly. A final possibility is to decrease the pulse time, lowering

the overall transmission.
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A second alternative to increase resolution and sensitivity in the DTIMS is to modify

the electric field present in the system. This can be done in the radial direction, to improve

transmission and sensitivity, and in the axial direction, to increase resolution. In the radial

direction, the constriction of ions has been exclusively done using radio frequency (RF)

technology at low pressure, which confines the ions in a central region and increases the

transmission of the system. This has been ubiquitously applied commercially in systems

such as Lossless Ion Manipulation (SLIM) [  108 ], [  109 ], Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometers

(TIMS) [  62 ], T-Wave, and partially or fully in long Drift Tube Ion Mobility Spectrometry

(DTIMS) combined with ion funnels [  28 ], [  122 ]. RF technology cannot be implemented at

atmospheric pressure due to the requirement of high electric field and frequency.

In the axial direction, there have been recent attempts at diffusion correction. Non

constant fields may be used to correct diffusion in the axial direction, and there is almost no

limitation on the working pressures. It has been widely used on TIMS systems (by trapping

the ions) and in Drift Tube (DT) systems, such as the Inverted Drift Tube (IDT) [ 1 ], [ 2 ]

and the Varying Field Drift Tube (VFDT) [  94 ]. The VFDT is an atmospheric pressure

instrument that employs a linearly decreasing electric field. The decreasing field constrains

the ions in the axial direction by how the ion’s mobility interacts with the field. For a

distribution of ions that are at an equilibrium point, ions that diffuse upstream, will be

pushed forward due to the increase in the field and ions that diffuse downstream, will be

pushed backwards due to the decrease in the observed field. The VFDT can also correct

the initial distribution, improving sensitivity for the same initial pulse. The VFDT has

been shown to have theoretical spatial resolutions that are significantly higher than regular

DTIMS under similar considerations. When the instrument was tried experimentally, its

temporal resolution was only marginally higher than that of the DTIMS.

In this work, we show that the spatial resolution in the VFDT is different from its

temporal counterpart due to the large disparity in drift velocities at the beginning and at

the end of the drift tube which is seen to be the cause for loss in expected performance. In

particular, the slow drift velocity at the end of the tube (due to the decreasing electric field) is

detrimental. To increase this drift velocity and hence increase the resolution, a high voltage

pulse is employed at a properly adjusted time to provide a high uniform electric field for
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the second portion of the tube. The new system is termed HVP-VFDT. The HVP-VFDT

benefits from the diffusion constriction as well as the high temporal resolution. We have

tested this combination experimentally and numerically, showing experimental resolutions

of over 240 on atmospheric pressure drift tubes of 18cm, an unprecedented accomplishment.

We also show that the chromatographic resolving power is very high and can improve peak

capacity over that of a regular drift tube.

4.2 Experimental Setup

4.2.1 HVP-VFDT Construction

The construction of the HVP-VFDT is mainly based on the conventional Drift Tube from

Kanomax (Osaka, Japan) and its complete design is described elsewhere and will only be

described briefly here [  94 ]. As depicted in Figure 4.1(a), the drift region is separated from

the ionization region by three metallic grids (red color dotted lines). The improvement in

this work consists of two parts: an initial Linear Field (LF) Region (from 42 to 157 mm)

and a High Field Pulsing (HFP) Region (from 157 to 255 mm). In the LF region, a series

of resistors of different resistance were connected to the electrodes, and a HV power supply

(EMCO HV, Now Spellman, E121) was applied to generate a linearly decreasing electric

filed in the axial direction, where diffusion auto-correction helps constrict ions from diffusion

in the axial direction and narrow the ion distributions. In the HFP region, the electrodes

were connected by a series of resistors with the identical resistance, which would produce a

nearly uniform electric field in the axial direction. The voltage in this region was controlled

by a HV Behlke pulser (HTS 111-03-GSM, Germany), offering a high voltage square wave

by means of a Siglent wave generator (Model SDG 2042 X, OH, USA), and the signal is

synchronized with the pulser time at the gate. The high voltage is adjustable to pulse at

a specific time tHV P , when the ions of interest come inside the HFP region, as shown in

Figure 4.1(b). Figure 4.1(c) shows the corresponding electric field inside both the LF and

HFP regions before and after the pulse. When t < tHV P (purple solid line), the increase in

the electric field followed by a sharp decrease is due to a large voltage difference between

two close electrodes (e.g., change from 2.2kV to 1kV ) in the conjunction area of the two
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regions. While this could be avoided, it is used to constrict the ions in the radial direction

right before the large pulse, increasing sensitivity. Once the HVP occurs, t > tHV P (red

dashed line), ions that have passed the axial position of the start HFP region will arrive at

the detector, while those before will be lost. The radial electrical field introduced from the

HVP will once again constrict the ions in the radial direction.

4.2.2 Chemicals and Reagents

Tetraalkylammonium bromide salts were purchased from Sigma (Sigma Aldrich, MO,

USA) including tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBA, C4), tetrapentylammonium bromide

(TPA, C5), tetrahexylammonium bromide (TXA, C6) and tetraheptylammonium bromide

(THA, C7). These salts were mixed at 5mM , 15mM , 7mM and 7mM respectively in 50 : 50

Methanol and H2O solution. The analytes were pushed in to the ionization region through a

silica capillary (ID: 40µm, OD: 360µm, Polymicro Technologies) and Electrospray Ionization

(ESI) method was applied at the tip.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Theoretical discussion of the secondary pulse

In our previous work describing the VFDT, the Nernst-Planck equation was solved for

the linear region [  2 ], [ 94 ]. In it, we assumed that a linearly decreasing field E = A(LE − z)

was present, where A is the slope of the field, LE > L is the distance at which the field

would become zero, being L the length of the drift region. The full derivation of the ion

distribution has been added to the supplementary information here as well. The result for

the spatial resolution for the linear varying field portion of the system was given as:

RV F DTz = z

∆z
= L

LE

√
qLEEmax

8kbT ln 2
1 − e−KAt

√
1 − czσe−2KAt

(4.2)

RV F DTz =
√

qLEEmax

8kbT ln 2
(L/LE)2√

1 − czσ(1 − 2L/LE + (L/LE)2)
(4.3)
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Here, q is the charge, Emax = ALE is the maximum electric field at the beginning of

the linear field region. K is the mobility of the ion of interest, t is the arrival time, kb is

the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and −∞ < czσ ≤ 1 is a constant so that
(kbT )

qA
(1 − czσ) is the square of the standard deviation of the initial distribution. The overall

spatial resolution is significantly higher than that of a constant electric field drift tube and

spatial resolutions higher than 200 under regular operation were expected theoretically [ 94 ].

The experimental results did show a slightly higher resolution than that of the regular Drift

Tube but the results were not as high as expected.

The reason behind this difference stems from the fact that the spatial resolution in the

VFDT is quite different from the time resolution observed experimentally. The change in

eq.(4.2) and (4.3) from average position z to average arrival time t is given through the

average drift velocity vd as z = vdt. On the other hand, the drift velocity at the end of the

VFDT is much smaller than the average. So when transforming z
∆z

into t
∆t

, the conversion

requires:

z

∆z
= vdt

vdf∆t
(4.4)

where vdf is the final drift velocity. This is not the case for a regular constant field

DT where vd and vdf are the same. As such, when changing from space resolution to time

resolution, the difference in spatial resolution between DT and VFDT is reduced by the

factor vd

vdf
when changed to temporal resolution, a factor which could be quite significant.

Therefore, the resolution in time for the VFDT RV F DTt = vdf/vdRV F DTz . Figure 4.2 is used

here to illustrate the idea.

To circumvent this problem, and take advantage of the spatial resolution, one must try

to increase the final drift velocity of the ion. However, it has to be done so that the benefit

of the autocorrection remains. One particular option is by means of a delayed high voltage

pulse increasing the constant electric field in the last portion of the tube.This new method

has the full advantage of the diffusion autocorrection of the VFDT but does not suffer from

the loss of resolution when changing from spatial to time resolution, in particular if a final

drift velocity is used that would be higher than the expected average.
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4.3.2 Simulation results of the HFP-VFDT

Given the results from previous work and the theoretical discussion above, one can at-

tempt to test the viability of the high voltage pulse [  2 ], [  94 ]. The SIMION software (version

8.1.1.32, Scientific Instrument Services, Ringoes, NJ) was used to simulate the ion distri-

bution under the influence of the combination of the electric fields presented in Figure 4.1.

The Drift Tube model dimensions constructed for the simulation are the same as those of

the experimental set up and the tetraalkylammonium bromides salts, C+
4 (black), C+

5 (red),

C+
6 (blue) and C+

7 (green) were mimicked as singly charged spherical ions with equivalent

mobility to the experimental counterpart. In the simulation, a statistical diffusion simulation

(SDS) collision model was implemented to simulate the interactions between the ions and

the background gas molecules at the standard environment conditions (1atm, 293K).

Figure 4.3(a) shows the simulation domain and results of ion distributions at the initial

position t0 as well as at four different instances in time. Initially, the ions with different

mobilities are mixed inside a limited area after the 3rd grid, and they are accelerated by the

linearly decreasing electric field inside the LF Region. Similar to the case of uniform electric

field, higher mobility ions travel faster than their lower mobility counterparts separating the

ions, as showed at time t1. At time t2 < tHV P , the ions pass through the sharp field peak area

of the system (middle of the purple curve in Figure 4.1(c)). The first portion accelerates

the ion distributions causing the opposite effect of axial constriction and broadening the

ion distributions. After the increase, the drop in field once again constricts the ions in the

axial direction. In Figure 4.3(a), at t2, C+
4 (black) is already past the raise in the field,

while C+
5 (red) is in the rising portion and C+

6 (blue) and C+
7 (green) are starting the rising

portion (see Figure 4.1(c) for approximate locations). The fast decrease of the field after

the raise, narrows the ion’s distributions substantially, and the ion distribution becomes

axially narrower than the initial distribution (something that cannot be accomplished with

a constant field drift tube). When t > tHV P , a high electric field is generated inside the

HFP region, increasing the total drift velocity of the ions. Time t3 is right after tHV P , where

the distributions can be observed to be quite narrow. While the autocorrection effect is no

longer present, the ions now have a drift velocity that is high enough that the temporal
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distribution may be narrower than its spatial counterpart if the drift velocity of the HFP

region is higher than the average velocity. The spatial distribution right before the arrival

to the detector is given at t4. A zoom in of the distributions for C+
5 is provided in Figure

4.3(b), to exemplify the process.

To study the ion radial movement in the middle section, the effect of the field peak area

and of the HFP, the electric fields in the radial direction are plotted in Figure 4.4. The

voltage on the electrodes in the LF region are fixed ranging from 4.5kv to 2.2kv (from 42mm

to 145mm). When t < tHV P , a low voltage of 1kV is applied at the electrode where the

pulsing will occur and that establishes the separation between the LF and the HFP region

(157mm). The radial electric field after 135mm before pulsing is depicted in Figure 4.4 (a). It

is almost zero in the center of the tube. In the region from 2.2kV to 1kV , the sharp increase

in the field in the axial direction, pulls the ions inward in the radial due to the solenoidal

aspect of the field (∇·
−→
E = 0). This is followed by a decrease in the axial field which has the

opposite effect and extends the ions outwards radially while having a constricting effect in

the axial direction. The radial field agrees with what is observed in the SIMION simulation,

at times t2 and t3.

When t > tHV P , a high pulsing voltage of 7kV is applied to the electrode at the beginning

of the HFP region (157mm) and a linear voltage drop affects the ions that have entered the

HFP region. The radial electric field for this region is shown in Figure 4.4(b). Since the

voltage prior to the 7kV electrode is smaller (2.2kV ), the initial portion of the field region

does not correspond to a constant electric field but an increasing axial field. As such, the

radial field has a constricting effect on the ions in that region. However, the field becomes

constant after the constriction and most of the ions are subject to negligible radial electric

fields in the HFP region and a constant electrical field in the axial direction. The initial

constricting effect in the radial direction may be used to our advantage if necessary to

increase the sensitivity of the instrument.
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4.3.3 Experimental results and discussion

To test the performance of the system with the VFDT-HFP region, a series of experiments

have been conducted. When the ions of interest move into the HFP region, a high pulsing

electric field is applied in after the linearly decreasing electric field to increase the drift

velocity and narrow the arriving time distribution. The signal intensity and resolution were

studied as a function of pulsing start time and voltage, which are the main factors that

affect the final signal. The initial voltage at the pulsing electrode was also modified to check

its effect on the total resolution. To fairly compare the different results below, the initial

gate was opened for 390µs for all the experiments which should provide the similar initial

distributions for all cases. Note that reducing the initial gate would allow us to improve the

resolution of the instrument even further if necessary.

In principle, one would expect that a higher pulsing voltage would normally yield a

higher resolution. However, the fact that the initial axial field is not flat after the pulse in

the HVP region has played an important role in the overall resolution, and there is a balance

between arrive time and time distribution of ions. This could be fixed by using a higher

voltage pulse and applying a higher voltage at an electrode which is closer to the gate, but

it was not pursued here due to voltage limitations of the pulser. To observe the effect of

the pulse voltage on the resolution, Figure 4.5 shows the voltage changing from 3kV − 6kV

and produced at tHV P = 55ms after the closing of the gate. The electrode used for pulsing

(157mm) is kept at 0.7kV prior to the pulse. Figure 4.5 (a) shows the intensity of the peaks

(C+
4 , C+

5 , C+
6 and C+

7 ) as a function of the arrival time for high pulsing voltages of 3kV , 4kV ,

5kV and 6kV , respectively. As the high pulsing voltage increases, the final drift velocity of

ions increases while the arriving time of all the ions inside the HFP region is reduced. The

effect is more noticeable for the lower mobility ions as they are subject to the high field for

a longer period of time. Figure 4.5(b) shows the calculated resolution of all four monomers

at different high pulsing voltages. The resolution increases with the voltage initially as is

expected but seems to start flattening. The lower resolution of the C+
7 peak maybe due

to two possibilities, the first related to the effect of the initial portion increasing field in

the HFP region, which becomes larger with increasing pulsing voltage, and affects the low
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mobility ions, and the second related to the low intensity and asymmetry of the peak. In all,

it seems like the optimal high pulsing voltage found here is around 6kV with resolutions for

all of the monomers over 170 and reaching close to 200. However, given that the distance

between peaks is reduced as the voltage is increased, it is possible that the chromatographic

resolving power has a different optimal voltage that is more suited for peak capacity. The

chromatographic resolving power may be defined as:

Rp = tpeak2 − tpeak1

0.5(∆t1 + ∆t2)
− 1 (4.5)

And it is shown in figure 4.5(a) for peaks 1 and 2. While the resolving power is quite

good for all cases, it seems that 5kV is the best compromise between resolution and resolving

power.

To test how the distributions vary due to the initial voltage applied on the pulsing

electrode (157mm), Figure 4.6 shows the intensity of distribution as a function of arrival

time for different initial voltages with a fixed pulsing voltage of 5kV at tHV P = 55ms. In

Figure 4.6 (a)-(e), the intensities of the peaks (C+
4 , C+

5 , C+
6 and C+

7 ) are shown for an initial

voltage of 2kV , 1.7kV , 1.3kV , 1kV and 0.7kV , respectively. Note that the field after the

pulse remains unchanged so the difference in results can be attributed to the speed, position,

and width of the initial distribution before the pulse. For example, the case at 2kV does not

have a large increase in the field initially (drop from 2.2kV to 2kV ) and ions move with the

highest initial drift velocity, but it is also the one with the initial largest initial separation.

This separation causes the lower ion mobility ions to be in the ramping portion of the field

after the pulse causing further separation as well as slightly lower resolution. The 1.7kV

case is somewhat similar. The lower voltage cases, 0.7kV − 1.3kV , cause a spike in the

electric field a lower electric field before the pulse (after 157mm), which in turn makes the

initial speed of the ions slower but due to the strong final autocorrection makes the peaks

narrower. Figure 4.6 (f) shows the resolution of the monomers at different initial voltages as

well as the resolving power. At 0.7kV , the resolution of the peaks ranges from 200 to 240.

However, the best resolving power occurs for the 2kV case which still has resolutions of 160

(not considering the C+
7 peak due to its variability).
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The resolution and intensity of the signal are also affected by the pulsing time tHV P , as

shown in Figure 4.7. Here, the pulsing high and low voltage are fixed at 5kV and 0.7kV ,

respectively, and the pulsing start time is decreased from 75ms to 51ms. Figure 4.7 (a) shows

the signal intensity as a function of the arriving time with pulsing start time at 75ms, 68ms,

59ms, 51ms (in Figures 4.5 and 4.6) and 51ms respectively. The initial pulsing time affects

how long the ions remain under the high field as well as what is the lowest and highest

mobility ion that can be studied. For example, for a pulse starting at tHV P = 75ms, which

is very close to the arrival time of the C+
4 monomer without any pulsing. This affects the

overall resolution of the C+
4 monomer but keeps the resolution of the other monomers over

220. Since the pulse occurs late, it also allows dimers to penetrate the pulsing region and

may be observed. As the pulse starting time is decreased, the dimers start to disappear,

and the total arrival time is reduced due to the high field. At a starting pulse time of 51ms,

the C+
7 monomer position is around the pulsing electrode (157mm) and suffers from a non-

constant increasing field which broadens the distribution and lowers its resolution. One can

see that the pulse starting time does not heavily affect the resolution as long as the ions are

contained within the constant field section when the pulse occurs. This is because the effect

of the pulsing time is only meant to improve the temporal resolution by increasing the final

drift velocity. The higher electric field does increase the resolution but only at the cost of

losing the constriction of the ions in the axial direction. The overall resolving power also

stays rather constant but decreases as the pulsing starting time increases. The large drop

for 76ms is only attributed to the broadening of the first peak.

To show the importance of the HVP on the resolution, one can attempt to pulse after the

first monomer has arrived at the detector. Figure 4.8 shows a case with a pulsing start time

of 83ms with high & low pulsing voltage of 5kv and 0.7kv. The higher low pulsing voltage

(versus 0.7kV in Figure 4.7) allows the ions to arrive earlier to the detector and hence 70ms

is sufficient for the C+
4 monomer to fully reach the detector. One can easily see the effect

that the HVP has on the temporal resolution of the system. This can also be used to confirm

the theory of varying linear field autocorrection.
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Figure 4.1. (a)Experimental sketch of the HVP-VFDT with electrospray
ionization source. (b) The pulser time and voltage on the gate and the high
field pulsing region, the pulser time t0 is synchronized with the gate and is
adjustable to pulse when the interested ions pass through into this region. (c)
Electric field inside the drift tube at different time range.
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Figure 4.2. Comparison between spatial and temporal resolutions for the
constant field and varying field cases
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Figure 4.3. (a) Simulation results of ion distribution at initial position and
different time. (b) zoomed in distribution of C+

5 at the corresponding time.
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Figure 4.4. Electric field in the radial direction of the conjunction area inside
the drift tube. X axis is in the axial direction of the drift tube while y axis
is in the radial direction. Since the construction of the DT is symmetric, we
built half of it and rotated the y axis to get the whole construction and the
coordinate in this direction is from −20mm to 20mm. (a) electric field when
t < tHV P , (b) electric field when t > tHV P .
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Figure 4.5. Fixing the low pulsing voltage to 0.7kV and pulsing start time
to 55ms, adjusting the high pulsing voltage from 3kV to 6kV . (a). The peaks’
intensity as a function of arrive time with high pulsing voltage at 3kV , 4kV ,
5kV and 6kV , respectively. (b). Resolution of the monomers (C+

4 , C+
5 , C+

6
and C+

7 ) as a function of high pulsing voltage. The right y-axis shows the
resolution as a function of the voltage (purple dashed line).
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Figure 4.6. Fixing the high pulsing voltage to 5kV and pulsing start time to
55ms, adjusting the low pulsing voltage from 0.7kV to 2.0kV . (a)-(e) showed
the peaks’ intensity as a function of arriving time with low pulsing voltage
at 2kV , 1.7kV , 1.3kV , 1kV and 0.7kV , respectively. (f) Resolution of the
monomers (C+

4 , C+
5 , C+

6 and C+
7 ) as a function of low pulsing voltage. The

right y-axis shows the resolution as a function of the voltage (purple dashed
line).
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Figure 4.7. Fixing the high voltage 5kV and low voltage 0.7kV , adjust the
pulsing time from 75ms to 51ms. (a) The signal intensity as a function of
arrive time. (b) Resolutions of the monomers (C+

4 , C+
5 , C+

6 and C+
7 ) at these

pulse times. The right y-axis shows the resolution as a function of the voltage
(purple dashed line).
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Figure 4.8. With a low pulsing voltage of 0.7kV and a pulsing start time of
83ms, the signal of C+

4 reached to the detector before the pulsing start time.
The temporal distribution is therefore much broader consequently decreasing
resolution significantly. This is the resolution that was observed prior to the
HVP technique
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5. DETERMINATION OF GAS-PHASE ION STRUCTURE OF

LOCALLY POLAR HOMOPOLYMERS THROUGH

HIGH-RESOLUTION ION MOBILITY

SPECTROMETRY-MASS SPECTROMETRY

This section is from a published manuscript of the author of this dissertation from ref. [ 123 ].

Author Xi Chen and co-author Shannon Raab have contributed equally to this manuscript. Xi

Chen has contributed to the sample preparation, designing and working the experiment as well

as to the review of the manuscript. Shannon Raab has contributed to the experimental setup

and running the experiments. Author Timothy Poe and Dr. David Clemmer have contributed

to the review of the manuscript. Author Dr. Carlos Larriba-Andaluz (the corresponding

author) has contributed to the data analysis, validation, writing the original draft, and to the

review and edition of the manuscript.

5.1 Overview

Synthetic and natural polymers play an essential role in modern day life across all different

disciplines and industries (e.g., biological, chemical, pharmaceutical, additive manufactur-

ing, industrial, etc.) [  124 ]–[ 128 ]. Their interest resides in their large variety in composition,

structure, molecular weight, and their distinct and unique physical properties [  129 ], [  130 ].

Indeed, global production of synthetic polymers has reached 300 million tons and is ex-

pected to double in the next 10 to 15 years [ 131 ]. In the biological context, all organic

macromolecules such as nucleic acids, proteins, and polysaccharides are polymers with fun-

damental functional roles where structure is a key component [  132 ], [  133 ]. As more advanced

manufacturing techniques surface and better understanding of biological processes arise [ 133 ],

polymers are bound to become the building blocks of synthetic and natural molecular motors

[ 134 ], will have important roles in information processing at the nano-level and may give rise

to intricate self-assembled nano-objects [ 135 ]–[ 138 ]. A deeper understanding of polymers as

single physical objects is however crucial for these promising applications to materialize.
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In recent years, techniques such as single-molecule spectroscopy and optical tweezers

have allowed us to control biological macromolecules as single entities, where folding or

misfolding may be studied and imitated with synthetic counterparts [  139 ]–[ 142 ]. Important

advances in mass spectrometry (MS) have also allowed polymers to be uniquely characterized

individually [  143 ]–[ 146 ]. When MS is coupled with orthogonal techniques such as ion mobility

spectrometry (IMS), a new dimension is brought forth that also yields insight into the gas-

phase structures of these ions. When used in conjunction with electrospray ionization (ESI),

ESI-IMS-MS has provided valuable structural information of polymers in the gas phase

[ 147 ]. Most notable are the studies of the hydrophilic homopolymer polyethylene glycol

(PEG), whose very simple backbone structure and ability to hold positive charge (through

its oxygen sites) has led to some of the most revealing spectra in the field of ion mobility.

Initial work by Fenn and colleagues on PEG using MS showed that even with mean

molecular weights in the range of megadaltons, the highest intensity of the spectra appeared

to be at around 900 Thomsons (Th), suggesting that the ions were heavily charged and that

the vast majority of the ions would have to be stretched to contain such amount of charge

[ 148 ]–[ 151 ]. Von Helden, Wyttenbach, and Bowers showed using different mechanisms, in-

cluding IMS-MS and molecular dynamics (MD), that charges in the ion are surrounded by

the polymer chain, as if it were solvated, in what was referred to (perhaps later on) as

a ”beads-on-string” configuration [  152 ]–[ 155 ]. The number of monomer linkers surround-

ing the charge (coordination number) varied between 6 and 12 depending on the polymer

used (around 8 for the sodiated PEG structures observed). They were equally successful

in showing that more compact globular PEG ions must exist when the level of charging is

low enough. Ude and de la Mora combined a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) together

with an MS to show that ”intermediate” structures were present, between fully globular and

stretched, which were uniquely defined for each charge state [ 156 ]. Moreover, they hinted

at the existence of non-spherical shape families that transcended a single charge state (the

same shape was observed in multiple charge states). Trimpin, Clemmer, and coworkers used

high-resolution IMS-MS with PEG and other polymers to show that uniquely defined in-

termediate shapes were present joining the spherical/globular region with the stretched one

by a series of sharp kinks attributed to collapsing transitions [  157 ], [  158 ]. MD simulations
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of longer multiply charged chains revealed extended structures confirming the ”beads-on-

string” configuration for ions with a degree of polymerization (DP) of 126 and 9 charges

[ 157 ], [  158 ]. Within our group, a differential mobility analyzer mass spectrometer (DMA-

MS) was used to characterize the full extent of these transitions for the first 8 charge states

with multiple incomplete transitions for higher charge states [  159 ]. Careful study of the

mobilities revealed that the transition structures may be precisely determined and that the

configurations created are heavily dependent on the number of charges and the length of

the chain. MD simulations, as well as analytical and numerical collision cross section (CCS)

predictions showed that the existing structures were formed by a multiply charged globule

with a ”beads-on-string” appendix sticking out and where the equilibrium is established by

the competition between cohesive forces (Van der Waals) and repulsion between charges [ 24 ],

[ 160 ]. Our group also confirmed the existence of these self-similar shapes predicted by Ude

et al., established their structure, and extended their presence to all visible structures and

charge states in the spectra up to 8 kDa [ 159 ].

The fact that the observed mobility peaks were so sharply defined in both mobility and

mass, in contrast to what occurs for example for large proteins where mobility peaks are in

general broader than the limit of resolution of the instrument, led to the belief that the ions

are at least partially produced by the ion evaporation model (IEM) from the ESI droplet

instead of through the more common charge residue model (CRM) for large ions [ 161 ]–[ 163 ].

This has been corroborated independently by Konermann et al. and Consta et al. through

MD simulations and whereby a macromolecule is extruded from a charged droplet attached

to the ejected charges in a sequential fashion. Konermann first showed that this effect is

applicable to proteins in what has been termed as the chain ejection model (CEM) [ 164 ],

[ 165 ]. Recently, he has shown that the CEM mechanism applies partially to polypropylene

glycol polymers as well [  166 ]. Consta, on the other hand, provided simulations of the release

mechanisms of PEG and an analytical model for the extrusion of a chain from a droplet

[ 167 ], [ 168 ]. For simplification purposes, we will refer to the release, ejection or extrusion of

a chain as chain extrusion, leaving the intricacies of the differences between the methods to

more detailed literature [  169 ], [ 170 ]. Our group partially confirmed the reality of the chain

extrusion process through gas-phase ion activation of two entangled polymer molecules in
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the gas phase in an IMS-IMS cell [ 171 ]. When sufficient energy was applied, the chains

were disentangled in the gas phase and each individual chain instantly rearranged itself onto

different configurations depending on the number of charges and the number of monomers

in each chain. What is more important, these configurations agreed with the configurations

arising from the solution droplet. The ability of the polymer to ion evaporate from a polymer

melt in the gas phase and reconfigure itself into a configuration resembling that extruding

from a droplet is, in our opinion, clear evidence that charge extrusion and restructuring in

the gas phase is a natural behavior for polymer ionization.

More recently, de Pauw’s group has been working on a thorough study of polymer topol-

ogy using IMS-MS where they use the concept of apparent densities to establish relations

between mass and CCS [ 172 ]–[ 174 ]. Many of the implications of the topological study of

homopolymers in the gas phase can and should be used to explain some of the behaviors

observed in more complex heteropolymers, e.g., nucleic acids and proteins. It has become

clear that CCS of proteins in the gas phase are not limited to the biologically more rele-

vant functional form or native state, but rather depend on many other external parameters.

Many times, the major contributor to protein deformation in the gas phase is the level of

charge, particularly under denaturing conditions where the protein appears extended. How-

ever, compaction in the gas phase when the level of charge is relatively low has also been

observed for proteins like cytochrome C, immunoglobulins, or even viruses [ 175 ]–[ 184 ]. This

complexity is enhanced by the details of how the ions are handled prior to mobility mea-

surements, including the conditions in the solvent, the ionization process, or the pressure

changes in the interface. All these effects yield different configurations, especially under de-

naturing conditions, that must be interpreted in order to correctly answer the most pressing

issue; which, if any, of the gas-phase configurations corresponds to the native structure of

the protein?

To further explore and understand the gas-phase structures of homopolymers and het-

eropolymers, this manuscript explores the concept of local monomer polarity in homopoly-

mers to extend the structural configurations already observed in PEG to other polymers

such as polycaprolactone (PCL) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The idea herein is that

the oxygen (electronegative) sites present in the PCL and PDMS monomers, as shown in
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Figure 5.1. Sketches of polymers.

Figure 5.1, is sufficient to bind the polymers to the charging agent (in this case ammonium)

despite the overall molecule being somewhat non-polar (non-miscible in water). A feature

of the structures must therefore be the flexibility of the polymer to wrap around the charge

together with the enhanced attraction produced by the existing polar bond. PCL and PDMS

were also chosen because both present discernable differences with respect to PEG. PCL is

intrinsically very similar to PEG with a very simple backbone chain and a single oxygen as a

pendant group, but where the monomer is almost three times the mass of the PEG monomer,

increasing the mass over charge gap between consecutive ions. The carbon to oxygen ratio

has also been increased from 2 to 1 for PEG from 5 to 2 for PCL which has implications in
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the monomer coordination number. On the other hand, PDMS has an organosilicon based

backbone with a monomer molecular mass between that of PEG and PCL. PDMS, however,

has two methyl pendant groups that shield the heavily polarized backbone. These pendant

groups also reduce the flexibility of the chain and contribute to the transitions occurring at

larger masses and lower mobilities.

The studies of these three polymers are made using two very different IMS-MS systems

and conditions albeit with the similarity that the mobilities calculated in both systems

are directly related to the raw variables used. The first system is an ultra-high resolution

(R ∼ 150 − 400) 4 m drift tube that operates at low pressure and He gas coupled to an

in-house MS system. The second system is a high resolution (R ∼ 50 − 60) DMA system

that operates at atmospheric pressure in N2 coupled to a commercial triple-quadrupole time

of flight system (ToF). Both systems use similar ESI sources to ionize the same analyte

solutions in order to lower the amount of external variables that might affect the gas-phase

configurations. It is shown that the gas-phase structures are independent of the buffer gas

and pressure used (at least in the range studied) and that the different transitional changes

in each of the polymers seem to appear at the same mass over charge for either experimental

system. The high resolution achieved with the drift tube allows many of the transitions to

be completely resolved clearly for the first time where charge states ”interweave”. These

transitions seem to extend to very high charge states and masses (up to the resolving power

of the instrument and up to hundreds of kDa) without any observable difference in the

family self-similar shapes. As such, the globule plus appendix structures present in PEG

are confirmed for the other two polymers. Moreover, the transitions for PCL appear to be

analogous to those of PEG while PDMS follows similar trends but with less sharp transitions.

This is to be expected due to the increased steric hindrance caused by the methyl pendant

groups.

5.2 Experimental Setups and Methods

Two experimental systems were used to obtain the results presented in this manuscript.

The first one is an atmospheric pressure Differential Mobility Analyzer (SEADM, P4, Boecillo
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Spain, R ∼ 50 − 60) coupled to a triple–quadruple time of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometer

(QSTAR XL, R ∼ 10, 000) [  34 ]. The second system corresponds to a homemade 4-m low-

pressure drift tube (R ∼ 150 − 400) coupled to a ToF system (DT-MS). Both systems, each

with their own electrospray emitter, are described below.

5.2.1 Differential Mobility Analyzer Mass Spectrometer (DMA-MS)

The operation of the DMA has been shown previously, and only a brief explanation

will be provided here [ 185 ]. The DMA is, as its name suggests, a filter that transmits a

single ion mobility (within the instrument’s resolution) under a specified condition. For

the parallel plate DMA used in this work, see Figure 5.2A, mobility classification may be

achieved by applying a voltage difference between two parallel plates while a sheathed gas

(nitrogen) flows between these plates at a constant velocity. Ions entering a slit on the top

electrode will be pushed downstream by the sheathed gas while drifting towards the bottom

electrode due to the electric field. This combination of voltage and gas flow spreads the ions

spatially depending on their mobility. An outlet slit placed on the bottom electrode 4 cm

downstream of the inlet slit allows ions of a particular mobility to drift into the QSTAR MS

which operates in RF mode only. Varying the voltage will modify the ion mobility that is

transmitted into the MS. The desired mobility is easily obtained from the voltage through

the linear equation:

KDMA = k/VDMA (5.1)

where KDMA is the ion mobility, VDMA is the DMA voltage applied, and k is a value

proportional to the distance between electrodes, the distance between slits, and to the ve-

locity of the gas flow. Due to the difficulty in accurately calculating the flow velocity, k is

normally obtained through calibration. In this manuscript, THA+ ion was used to calibrate

the spectra (Kcal = 0.984cm2/V s at room temperature and pressure) [ 186 ]. An IMS-MS

scan and spectra are therefore produced by ramping the voltage (at steps of a few volts

every second) within a range of desired mobilities. Some of the advantages of the DMA are

that it is able to work at atmospheric pressure, that its integration with any existing MS can
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be done very easily, that it allows only a single mobility into the MS, and that its mobility

is easy to relate to the raw variables employed. While the base resolution of the DMA is

set at 50-60, one can obtain resolutions larger than 110 [  97 ]. In fact, some of the resolutions

observed in this manuscript for large charge states is above 175.

5.2.2 ESI Electrospray for DMA-MS

In order to electrospray the polymer ions, samples were introduced into a 1.5 mL polypropy-

lene vial, which was pressurized above atmosphere to push the solution through a silica cap-

illary (Polymicro Technologies, ID 41µm, OD 360µm). The silica was tapered at the tip to

ease the anchoring of the meniscus. An HV floating power supply (EMCO HV Co., Sutter

Creek, CA) is then used to apply a voltage between the liquid reservoir and the top electrode

producing a Taylor Cone and a microdroplet jet. The Taylor Cone was monitored through a

camera until it was visually stable and produced a constant current of 70 - 180 nA measured

with a multimeter. The capillary was then centered and placed 0 - 2 mm away from the

DMA slit so that ions were not lost in the spread. A small counter-flow (0 - 0.4 lpm) of

nitrogen (similar to a curtain gas) was employed to ensure any neutrals from entering the

system while enhancing the solvent evaporation.

5.2.3 Drift Tube Mass Spectrometer IMS-MS (DT-MS)

A home-built 4-m drift tube coupled to a ToF mass spectrometer was used for DT-MS

analysis. A description of drift tube theory of similar instrumentation has been given in detail

previously [  28 ], [  54 ], and only a brief description is provided here together with the sketch

shown in Figure 5.2B. Ions produced by ESI enter the IMS-MS instrument through a narrow

capillary and are stored in an hourglass-shaped ion funnel. A 100 − µs−wide electrostatic

gate is used to pulse the ions into the drift tube at specified intervals. The ion packet then

traverses the drift region under the influence of a uniform electric field (11.5V cm−1) and is

free to collide with a neutral buffer gas (∼ 3.0 Torr He). After every meter of separation,

the diffuse ion packet is radially focused by ion funnels with applied RF potentials (F] in the

figure). When the ions exit the drift tube through a differentially pumped region, they are
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pulsed into a two-stage reflection-geometry ToF-MS and separated by their mass-to-charge

ratios (m/z). The corresponding drift times and flight times are detected by a microchannel

plate and are recorded in a nested fashion [ 187 ]. The conversion from drift time to mobility,

KDT , is hence given by:

KDT = k
′
/tdrift (5.2)

Here, k
′ is a constant (length divided by electric field) that establishes the relation

between mobility and drift time. In a similar fashion to the DMA, k
′ is not directly calculated

and a calibrant is used to obtain the mobility. In this work, the doubly charged Bradykinin

ion (m/z ∼ 530 Th, CCS ∼ 246 A2) is used to calibrate the spectra.

5.2.4 ESI Emitter Fabrication for DT-MS

Uncoated borosilicate glass (ID 1.2 mm, OD 1.5 mm) was purchased from Sutter In-

strument Co. (Novato, CA). The 10 cm long capillaries were pulled with a Sutter P-97

micropipette puller to produce electrospray capillaries with 10µm tip sizes and taper lengths

of ∼ 4 mm. These tips have been well characterized previously by scanning electron mi-

croscopy to ensure reproducibility. The polymer solution was inserted into the back of a

pulled emitter, and a 0.25-mm platinum wire was inserted into the solution. The emitter

was positioned onto a stage for alignment to the IMS-MS instrument. An ESI potential

between 1 and 2 kV (Bertan, Spellman High Voltage, Hauppauge, NY, USA) was connected

to the platinum wire to generate ions for analysis.

5.2.5 Analytes

Solutions of micromolar concentrations of polymer in different solvents with varying

levels of ammonium acetate (AmAc, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) were used. Polyethylene

glycol 12 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich), at concentrations of 300µM , was dissolved in a 50/50 water-

methanol (UPLCgrade, Sigma-Aldrich) mixture with the addition of 10 - 30 mM AmAc.

Due to the non-solubility of PCL and PDMS in water, toluene (Sigma-Aldrich) was used
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for the other polymers. One hundred to 300µM poly-caprolactone 14 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich)

was dissolved in a 50/50 toluenemethanol with concentrations of 10 - 70 mM AmAc salt.

Concentrations of 100 - 300 µM of PDMS 25 kDa (1150 cSt, Sigma-Aldrich) in a 50/50

solution of toluene and methanol with 30 mM of AmAc. The densities used for the polymers

are 1115kg/m3 for PEG [ 188 ], 1145kg/m3 for PCL [ 189 ], and 965kg/m3 for PDMS [ 190 ].

5.2.6 Calculations of CCS

In order to relate the mobility of the ions to their CCS in the gas phase, one can make

use of the well-known Mason-Schamp equation for small ions in the free molecular regime

[ 53 ]:

K = 3
16

ze
N

( 1
m

+ 1
M

) 1
2

√
2π

kbT

1
Ωgas

(5.3)

Here, z is the integer charge number, e is the elementary charge, kb is the Boltzmann

constant, T is the temperature, N is the gas density, m and M are the molecular mass of the

gas and the ion (respectively), and Ωgas is the CCS of the ion which depends on the buffer

gas used. The raw variable DMA-MS voltage may be transformed into mobility by use of

the calibrant ion data. This mobility, in turn, is transformed into CCS through Eq. (5.3).

If mobilities are preferred, the CCS obtained with the calibrant data from the DT-MS could

in turn be transformed into mobility.

5.3 Results and Discussion

To explore the reasons why homopolymers seem to arrange themselves in well-defined

structures in the gas phase, polymers with very distinct monomer units were used in conjunc-

tion with different IMS-MS systems working at different conditions of pressures in different

gases.

The homopolymers, PEG, PCL, and PDMS, were carefully chosen for this study for

their unique similarities and differences, with their backbone chains sketched in Figure 5.1.

A shared characteristic of these polymers is that the monomer unit possesses some local
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electronegativity so that the positive charging agent employed can easily attach to the site

and allow the polymer to hold a vast amount of charge. While completely non-polar poly-

mers, e.g., polypropylene, will never hold sufficient charge to become stretched in the gas

phase, it is also not necessary for the polymer to be globally polar or hydrophilic. As such,

even though PEG is soluble in water, the other two polymers are not despite having polar

covalent bonds. In the case of PDMS, the non-polar methyl groups shield the backbone of

the structure yielding it non-soluble in water. PCL is known for its hydrophobicity and as

such can only be dissolved in non-polar solvents such as toluene. Despite this, PCL has a

local polar region (see sketch) which is not shielded and where positive charge can easily

attach.

The monomer unit masses of 44 Da for PEG, 74 Da for PDMS, and 114 Da for PCL

will give a reasonable range of monomer molecular masses to compare. The mean molecular

weights of the polymers are 12 kDa, 25 kDa, and 14 kDa, and the distributions are very

broad, so it is expected that masses ranging from a few hundred to tens of thousands of

Daltons may be observable in the mobility-mass spectra.

The addition of AmAc salt increases the conductivity of the sample while allowing am-

monium ions to attach themselves to the polymer chains. Even though other charging agents

may work as well, AmAc is specifically chosen in this case for its ability to attach to the

polymer sites strongly. While not shown here, AmAc produces the least number of evapo-

ration events (loss of charge in the IMS or MS regions) when compared to other charging

agents. It seems that the hydrogen in the ammonia ion enhances the ability of the charge

to stick to the polymers’ oxygen sites, in comparison to for example Na+, especially in the

air to vacuum interface and in particular when declustering potentials are used [  171 ]. If the

charging agent was to be negative, then very few charges should attach to the chain. As

expected, electrospraying PEG in negative mode only yields globular ions [ 191 ].

5.3.1 IMS-MS Studies under N2 and He Gases

To study the effect of different gases on the structural configuration of the polymers, two

distinct systems have been used. A DMA-MS which works in N2 at atmospheric pressure and
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a DT-MS which works in He at low pressure (∼ 3 Torr). The systems are different enough

that the similarities between the two results might give insight into the generalization of the

gas phase configurations produced. Both systems are also alike in the sense that mobility

is inversely proportional to the raw data variable in the abscissa axis, be it drift time or

DMA voltage, making the interpretation and comparison easier. All three polymers were

run under both systems and the results are shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3 contains six color

scheme contour plots where the ordinate axis corresponds to mass over charge in Thomsons

and the abscissa axis corresponds to the raw variable pertaining to the particular system

(drift time or DMA voltage). The false color scheme determines the intensity which is only

representative of the signal that arrives at the detector but is not guaranteed to relate to the

real mass distribution of the polymer ions. Figure 5.3a, b shows PEG 12 kDa under He (a)

and N2 (b) environments, Figure 5.3c, d shows PCL 14 kDa under He and N2, respectively,

and finally, Figure 5.3e, f shows PDMS 25 kDa for the same two gases.

Figure 5.2. Experimental sketches of (a) DMA-MS and (b) DT-MS.
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5.3.2 Particularities of Contour Plots

The ionic spectra produced are quite similar regardless of the polymer or gas used and

certain parallelisms can be made for all plots. Some of the features have already been de-

scribed previously for PEG, and only a brief explanation of those is provided here [ 159 ], [ 160 ],

[ 171 ]. Since the homopolymer mass distributions are quite broad, the plots are populated

by a myriad of ions which correspond to different chain lengths (different DP) centered, in

general, on the mean molecular weight of the polymer. These chains may also have varying

amounts of charge for the same length which ultimately leads to the wide spectra observed.

The fact that the jump between two ions differing one monomer link is constant in mass over

charge, m/z, leads to distinct tracks in the plots which are easily discernable and correspond

to constant charge states labeled +z. Depending on the degree of polymerization, the chains

arrange themselves in different structures within the tracks. For each track, three regions

are readily observable: (1) the heavily charged fully stretched region at low m/z and high

mobilities, (2) the low-charge globular (spherical) region at small mobilities and medium to

high m/z (see Figure 5.3b showing the globular region for charge state 4), and (3) a set of

transition regions with multiple kinks joining the globular region to the stretched region.

Before describing each individual polymer plot in detail, the highly resolved plots pro-

vided by the DT will easily provide a more in-depth explanation of the tracks and transitions.

PEG spectra in He may be used for this purpose as shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4a pro-

vides a guide to tracks + 5 through + 8 as they intertwine through the various kinks from

globular to stretched as m/z is lowered. While tracks + 1 through + 7 are complete, tracks

+ 8 through + 13 can be followed for some or most of the track (up to the highest m/z ob-

servable by the MS). Higher charge states are also visible, but the tracks are incomplete and

only appear partially in regions corresponding to the mean molecular weight of the polymer.

To understand how the polymer ions arrange themselves into different structural configu-

rations in the transition regions, Figure 5.4b describes the process for track + 4. To describe

this process, ions are assumed to have entropically driven configurations in the solvent before

it is electrosprayed into a plume of droplets. Inside the droplets, or perhaps at the surface,

the polymer wraps around the ammonia charges with a coordination number between 8 and
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12. As the solvent evaporates, the beads are ion-evaporated from the droplet one at a time

(chain extrusion) and conform their structure mid-flight in the gas phase. This sequence of

ion evaporation events has been gaining more acceptance and has been described extensively

through molecular dynamic simulations [ 165 ]–[ 167 ], [  169 ], [  170 ], [  192 ]. It also seems to agree

with the data presented here for reasons described herein. One of such reasons is the remark-

able resolution of the peaks in both mobility and m/z. In general, in Dole’s charge residue

mechanism [  162 ], impurities remaining in the droplet with the ion are known to appear in

the IMS-MS spectra which lower resolution in mass and mobility, something not observed

here.

Once in the gas phase after the ion ejection, the polymer arranges itself into a particular

configuration depending on the number of charges and the length of the chain [  159 ]. An ion

with a high degree of polymerization (for PEG + 4, DP > 182, m/z > 2000) that desorbs

with 4 charges will have enough cohesive force to withstand the existing repulsive forces

and become globular. This is represented by letter A in Figure 5.4b. When an ion with

4 charges has a degree of polymerization below the first critical value but above a second

critical value (for PEG + 4, 145 < DP < 182, 1600 < m/z < 2000), the ion will no longer be

able to overcome the repulsive forces completely. It will however try to find its most stable

configuration-a local minimum - in the gas phase [ 156 ], [ 160 ]. This has been observed to be

a globule with z-1 charges with a single bead appendix sticking out and which corresponds

to letter B in Figure 5.4b [  159 ]. In this transition region, between 1600 and 2000 m/z, there

are two distinct ion mobility tendencies. The first one corresponds to an increase in CCS as

the m/z is lowered, while the second one corresponds to a decrease in CCS with decreasing

m/z. The only possible scenario for these two sharp tendencies to occur is that two different

restructuring processes occur mostly independent of each other. In the first process, termed

from here on inverse evolution (from m/z of 2000 to 1700-1750 Th for PEG + 4), chains with

subsequently lower DP will reconfigure themselves so that the appendix becomes longer at

the expense of losing monomers in the globule. The continuous extension of this appendix

greatly increases the CCS and significantly lowers the mobility as the DP is lowered through

the track. Somewhere in the 1700-1750 Th, the appendix reaches sufficient length so that

the repulsion is small enough and the appendix stops growing.
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At this point, the second process starts-termed forward evolution-and covers in PEG +

4 a reduction in the DP from 1750 to 1600 Th. The reduction of DP seems to only affect

the size of the globule with the remaining charges (z = 3) keeping the appendix length

constant and thus the trend is reversed (CCS lowers with mass). This reduction of the

globule continues until the repulsion in the globule is strong enough that the ion cannot

group all three charges together and a second appendix is produced, which is normally an

extension of the first (100 < DP < 145). As such, a second transition occurs from 1600

to 1100 Th with the same characteristics as the first. In here, from around 1600 to 1400

Th, the second appendix protrudes in the inverse evolution portion while from 1400 to 1100

Th (C in Figure 5.4b), the globule with the remaining 2 charges is reduced in the forward

evolution (to letter D in Figure 5.4b). When the ion’s DP is small enough (DP < 100), there

are not sufficient monomers to group two charges in a single globule and the ion remains

fully stretched with perhaps a slightly larger singly charged globule (E in Figure 5.4b).

These sets of transitions, each with a forward and inverse evolution, occur in the same

fashion for all existing tracks (and all the polymers studied here) as shown in Figure 5.4a,

which finally lead to the interweaved patterns observed in the plots. Each track has no more

than z-1 transitions from globular to fully stretched. The transitions are labeled by TX,

where X is an integer number from 1 to z-1 and where T1 refers to the transition closer to

the stretched region (as observed in Figure 5.3). In higher charge states (+ 5 or greater),

some of the last transitions (into the globular region) are skipped probably due to the fact

that the repulsive-cohesive equilibrium length for the last remaining portion of the appendix

does not seem to be reached before a new charge must leave the globule.

5.3.3 Particularities of the PEG Spectra

While the PEG ion has been explored extensively before as shown in the introduction,

it has not been done with the detail of resolution provided here. The high resolution of the

DT-MS in He allows the first four (starting from the stretched side) transitions to be fully

discernable for a multitude of charge state tracks as they interweave each other during the

inverse evolutions. This will allow a more thorough comparison of the CCS for each track and
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transition. Each of these transitions have been labeled in Figure 5.3a as T1 through T4, with

T5 also slightly visible. The TX label is also followed by an arrow that points at the inverse

evolution portion. Some general rules seem to be present for different tracks within the same

transition; for example, inverse and forward evolutions seem to follow similar patterns as if

mimicking each other. One inverse evolution that stands out is that of T1 which seems to

be weaker than that of other transitions to the point that the CCS remains almost constant

(instead of increasing) when lowering the mass over charge.

The N2 plot, Figure 5.3b, repeats the same spectra as the He plot albeit with lower

mobility resolution. The MS used however has a higher m/z resolution and reaches much

higher m/z. For this reason, higher globular charge states as well as higher transitions are

observable. As shown previously, these larger m/z correspond to more than one polymer

chain entangled together [ 171 ]. It also seems that the multiple blobs appearing at m/z

= 1200 Th and VDMA > 2500, not observed in He, seem to be the first transition, T1,

of subsequent entangled chains (labeled ”T1 for multiple chains” in the figure). This is

supported by the fact that these blobs of multiple linked chains do not continue into the

stretched regions as subsequently lower cohesive forces and stronger repulsive ones would

most likely disentangle the chains (there is no m/z below 1000 for any of these blobs).

One interesting feature that stands out when comparing both PEG plots is that the kinks

and transitions all happen at the same m/z for both gases, N2 and He, which seems to suggest

that the structures formed in the gas phase are not strongly dependent on the gas or the

pressure. This also implies that the gas-phase structures are mostly a function of potential

interactions confirming previous hypotheses [  159 ], [  160 ]. That the ions seem to arrange

themselves always in the same configuration, points out to the ions being able to restructure

themselves in the gas phase once the solvent is gone. This has been indirectly proven

through IMS-IMS studies of entangled chains [  171 ]. Following the disentanglement of two

chains mid-drift through ion activation between two IMS stages, the free chains restructure

themselves depending on their new charge into configurations that resemble those of single

chains with the same amount of charge coming out directly from the solvent. However,

under the same ion activation energies, none of the single chain structures were modified.

This points out that either gas configurations are extremely stable or ”frozen” as described
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by other groups [  193 ], or that they have the ability to restructure themselves extremely fast

in gas the phase to an equilibrium structure (or more than one, as shown in Figure 5.3c,

where multiple structures seem to coexist in transition regions). For a more comprehensive

study of collision induced behavior and fragmentation one can refer to recent work by the

Pauw’s group [ 194 ].

5.3.4 Particularities of the PCL Spectra

The contour plot of the PCL ions is strikingly similar to that of PEG with the added

difference that the larger monomer mass of the PCL (114 vs 44 Da for PEG) makes ions

individually discernible specially for the lower charge states. The high resolution of the DT

contour plot, Figure 5.3c, also allows much higher charge states to be observable. One can

easily discern individual ions up to track + 17 and charge states up to > + 20. The portion

of tracks in the inverse evolution regions are more spaced out from one another than in PEG

to the point where tracks are now fully separated in the first two transitions, T1 and T2.

Once again, the inverse evolution of T1 is weaker and becomes barely distinguishable from

the actual forward evolution for the larger charge states. The other three visible inverse

evolutions work in a similar fashion to PEG which seem to give the contour plot a certain

3D depth. Since more charge states are visible, one can certainly see in this figure that

the locus curve joining the maximum mobility for the inverse evolutions of each transition

tends towards an asymptotic value that seems to be same for all the transitions. One last

interesting detail observable in Figure 5.3c is that there seems to be more than one structural

configuration in some of the inverse evolution regions as captured in the inset for tracks +

3 and + 4. Given the small variation in mobilities, the structures should be quite similar to

each other and could be the result of spurious charging agents contained in the solvents.

The contour plot for PCL in N2 appearing in Figure 5.3d follows very similar patterns

to that of He. Higher charge states are also present here, although the lower mobility

resolution precludes separation for charge states higher than 8, although up to charge state

14 is discernable in some portions as shown in the inset. Similar to the case of PEG, the

kinks and transitions seem to happen again at the exact m/z for both He and N2, something
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easily verifiable for charge states + 2 through + 5. What is even more thought-provoking is

the fact that the kinks and transitions happen at very similar m/z and mobilities as those

of PEG, albeit smaller m/z. This is regardless of the fact that the monomer unit mass of

PCL is almost 3 times that of PEG. This suggests that the PCL monomer is flexible enough

so that it can wrap around the charge in a similar fashion to how 2 to 3 monomers would

do in the case of PEG. The beads on a string configuration suggests then that for PCL, the

coordination number for every charge would be 3 to 5 instead of 8 to 12 for PEG. This would

correspond to 6 to 10 oxygen sites per charge for PCL (with 15 to 25 carbons) and 8 to 12

oxygen sites for PEG (with 16 to 24 carbons).

5.3.5 Particularities of the PDMS Spectra

The PDMS contour plots follow once again similar patterns to PEG and PCL but have

unique features due to the difference in monomer size. While the molecular weight of 74

Da of the monomer is between that of PEG and PCL, the pendant methyl groups bonded

to the Si atom increase the girth of the polymer chain causing a steric hindrance for the

polymer to wrap around the charges. This results in the transitions and kinks occurring at

much longer drift times (larger CCS) for the same electric field than for previous polymers as

seen in Figure 5.3e for He. The transitions and kinks also occur at larger m/z than previous

polymers, and careful conversion shows that the DP necessary to become globular is larger

than that for PEG and certainly much larger than that for PCL. This suggests that the

cohesive forces per monomer are lower in the case of PDMS. The girth also contributes to

more gentle evolutions-inverse and forward-where the mobility varies very smoothly for a

given track for a large range of m/z. This is particularly visible in the N2 plot of Figure 5.3f

where mobility is almost constant for tracks 4+ through 10+ from 2000 to 3000 Th (shown

in the inset). This has important implications in the study of unfolded proteins as chains

of polypeptides would most likely follow gentler evolutions than those produced by PEG

or PCL. While there seems to be 3 transitions for track + 4 and 2 for track + 3, they are

difficult to discern. As such, Figure 5.3f shows a curve joining the center line of the tracks

with the transitions labeled as T1-T3.
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Another outstanding feature of the PDMS contour plots is the existence of cyclic polymers

which give rise to a new set of tracks (see Figure 5.3e, f) labeled PDMS-O (also visible in

PCL and labeled PCL-O). The fact that they are cyclic can be verified easily through the

mass deficiency of the ending groups when compared to their linear counterparts. These

tracks differ considerably in mobility from the linear polymer ones (labeled Y-PDMS-X) in

the stretched (the chain should be about half the length and double the molecule girth) and

transition regions [  160 ], [  195 ]. However, linear and cyclic tracks should eventually merge

into one as the ion becomes globular. This can be observed in the PDMS figures from track

+ 1 to track + 4. Despite this merging, the two tracks may be discernable when sufficient

resolution is present in mass and/or mobility. This is visible in Figure 5.3f for charge state

+ 1.

5.3.6 Self-Similar Family Shapes in He and N2 for Polar Polymers

It has been shown previously that the transition configurations for the PEG polymer

in N2 follow well-defined sets of self-similar family shapes that transcend different charge

state tracks [  156 ], [ 159 ], [ 160 ], [ 172 ]. It will be shown here that these self-similar shapes

are not only exclusive to PEG in N2 but that they also occur for other polymers with a

local polar component. Moreover, they are not exclusive to a particular solvent and happen

under different pressures and or gases. From these studies, it can be extrapolated that the

self-similar shapes must therefore be only as a result of the potential interaction between

charge repulsion and VdW cohesive forces within the gas phase and not as a result of the

effect of solvents, buffer gases and or pressures. In order to show that this is indeed the

case, the mobility and m/z of individual tracks for different charge states was obtained from

the contour-plots by isolating each charge state individually. The crossing/interweaving of

the different charge states obstructs this process, as the intensity of a single charge state

is falsely enhanced at these intersections (due to the additional intensity of other charge

states). Therefore, for each individual track, mobility and mass can be well defined for each

charge state, meanwhile intensity information is more complicated and will be removed for

this process.
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Useful structural information can be obtained from using the alternative variables PAs,m

(projected area) and the CCS, Ωgas, as shown in Figure 5.5 for PCL and PEG in He and

N2. Ωgas can be inferred from Eq. (5.3) while the PAs,m variable can be obtained from the

mass assuming that the ion is to be considered globular and calculating the corresponding

projected area as if it were a sphere:

PAs,m = π(( 3m

4πρpol

) 1
3 + rg)2 (5.4)

where ρpol is density of the polymer and rg is the radius of the gas (considered here to be

as an approximation 1. 55 Ȧ for N2 and 1 Ȧ for He). From theory, in the case of hard sphere

elastic specular collisions for a spherical ion: CCS = PAs,m. Meanwhile, in the case of soft

sphere diffuse inelastic collisions, CCS = ξPAs,m, where ξ is the accommodation coefficient

with values ranging from 1.36 to 1.41 when the ion-induced dipole is considered [ 25 ].

Figure 5.5a, b shows PEG in He and N2, respectively, while Fig. 5.5c, d do the same

for PCL. In all the figures lines corresponding to ξ = 1, 1.25, 1.36, and 1.4 are used for

guidance. In general, globular ions should fall between lines with ξ = 1-1.4 in this plot

[ 196 ]. In particular, for N2, it has been shown that due to diffuse inelastic re-emission, this

range can be narrowed to ξ = 1.33-1.41 for large molecules which is shown to be the case for

both polymers [ 197 ]. In He, on the other hand, small ions have been shown to have ξ ∼ 1

[ 198 ]–[ 202 ]. However, as the size of the ion increases, scattering effects increase the value of

ξ. This seems to be the case for the polymers presented here where ξ seems to increase with

radii from around 1.25 to values slightly below 1.36.

It is expected that ions which are not spherical will fall out of the globular region as

clearly shown in Figure 5.5. It is equally expected that as the ions open up, the effective

CCS will be larger than that of a globular ion, Ωgas > PAs,m, of the same mass. By choosing

one of the tracks, one can follow the evolution from spherical to stretched. As the mass of

the ion (proportional to PAs,m) is reduced from the largest globular ion, the ion remains

spherical until it eventually reaches a critical mass which leads to the first inverse evolution.

This inverse evolution is then followed by a forward evolution which in Figure 5.5 shows up

as a region with a similar slope to the globular ions. This process -inverse and forward- is
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repeated a maximum of z-1 times for each charged state as the different transitions (emerging

appendices) evolve towards the stretched configuration, leading to the brick-wall system seen

in Figure 5.5. Remarkably, the forward evolutions observed for each charge state seem to be

continued on other charge states in a similar fashion to what occurs in the globular region.

These sets can then be grouped into self-similar families, as observed in Figure 5.5 by joining

the different tracks with a constant line.

Each of these families have been termed z-x where x corresponds to the number of charges

in the appendix. The fact that self-similar shapes have slopes similar to the globular ions

(with mobility resolutions > 150 in the case of He) leads to the reasoning that these ions

behave very similar to globules but have an additional drag corresponding to the appendix.

Within a self-similar family, the variation of CCS seems to suggest that the length of the ap-

pendix remains a quasi-constant addition to the CCS (constant jump in CCS with respect to

the spherical ion). This constancy remains true within a given track until either the number

of monomers in the globule is too small and a new appendix length with a charge protrudes

(when traveling through the track towards lower masses) or the number of monomers in the

globule is sufficient to absorb one of the charges in the appendix (when traveling towards

higher masses). The absorption or ejection of the charge happens during the inverse evolu-

tion portion of the tracks which is visualized in Figure 5.5 as a strong deviation of the CCS

with respect to self-similar families. Finally, although the maximum charge state shown is

13 in the figure, it is clear from the raw data in He of PCL that the families can be extended

to charge states higher than 20.

The fact that the same highly resolved evolutions happen within self-similar shapes for

all the discernable tracks, for both polymers, for different gases and pressures, and with

different solvents used (water vs. toluene) leaves very little doubt to the accuracy of the

structural configurations and assumptions here presented. The only plausible doubt that

may remain is whether chain extrusion from the droplet does indeed occur under most

scenarios presented here. However, that chain extrusion occurs has also been indirectly

proven previously through the calculation of the apparent interfacial tension of a globular

polymer as the first charge and appendix leaves the globule. The critical mass, m∗, at

which this happens for every track has been shown to be indirectly proportional to z2 [ 156 ],
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[ 159 ], [  160 ]. This process is reminiscent of the Rayleigh limit of a droplet which relates the

maximum charge that a droplet can hold to its surface tension [ 203 ]. However, for the known

inter-facial tension of the polymer, the experimental values disagree with the Rayleigh limit

by around 50%. This indicates that perhaps the process of protruding a charge (akin to the

Rayleigh limit) occurs at a different critical mass from that of absorbing a charge (for the

same number of charges and mass), as in a hysteretical process, suggesting that the critical

mass observed in the contour plots corresponds to that of absorbing a charge, and hence the

disagreement. Certainly, the absorption process in the gas phase would only happen if the

polymer was indeed ejected from the solvent droplet at least partially unfolded and hence

the support of chain extrusion at least partially.

Figure 5.6 shows the evolution of PDMS in N2 in the same variables as Figure 5.5. While

the trends should be similar in He, the plot is omitted as only two tracks are complete. Figure

5.6 is similar in essence to Figure 5.5 but with notable differences that yield important

conclusions. Given that PDMS has methyl pendant groups sticking out of the backbone

chain, the self-similar shapes are more difficult to pinpoint, in particular those closer to the

spherical region. However, the wavy patterns are still discernible for some of the transitions,

especially for higher charge states, and the existence of families is further confirmed through

the use of auxiliary dashed lines. The softer variations observed for this polymer may

have some important implications regarding the study of gas-phase structures of complex

homopolymers and heteropolymers. It is expected that for more complex homopolymers,

the transition structures will continue to follow similar trends to the ones predicted here

albeit not as clearly defined as with simpler polymers. Single structures for a given mass

and charge state seem to be predominant for homopolymers as charges can easily slide from

one monomer unit to another. However, this does not seem to be the case for highly charged

heteropolymers, e.g., denatured proteins, where multiple structures for the same charge state

and mass have been observed [  204 ]–[ 208 ]. The results proposed here can be extrapolated

to suggest that these multiple structures will greatly depend on how the hydrophobic and

hydrophilic portions of the protein interact with the charges. However, care must be taken

when doing these extrapolations as charge locations may be somewhat pre-established in

the solvent and may depend on the level of denaturization and strength of the hydrogen
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bonding. It is clear, anyhow, that with sufficient information, one should be able to provide

an accurate description of the tertiary structure in the gas phase and whether or not this

structure is related to the native structure present in the solvent.
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Figure 5.3. Contour plots of polymer spectra in He and N2 conditions. (a)
PEG 12 kDa He, (b) PEG 12 kDa N2, (c) PCL 14 kDa He, (d) PCL 14 kDa
N2, (e) PDMS 25 kDa He, (f) PDMS 25 kDa N2.
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Figure 5.4. (a) PEG contour plot highlighting different charge state tracks
as well as inverse and forward evolutions. (b) PEG contour plot showing the
evolution of the structures for track +4 from globular to stretched. Letters
correspond to the different structures sketched.
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Figure 5.5. CCS vs. PAs,m for different polymers and gases. (a) PEG in He,
(b) PEG in N2, (c) PCL in He, and (d) PCL in N2. Legend shows the lines
corresponding to different accommodation coefficient ξ for a spherical ion of
the same density as the polymers.
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Figure 5.6. CCS vs. PAs,m for PDMS in N2. Legend shows the lines cor-
responding to different accommodation coefficient ξ for a spherical ion of the
same density as the polymers
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6. SUMMARY

The interest of Ion Mobility Spectrometry is increasing rapidly in recent decades, and the

corresponding instruments offer a wide range of applications and possibilities in separation

and analysis. Not only used as stand-alone instruments, IMS is applied as a pre-separation

technique in combination with an MS instrument, which offers one more dimension of infor-

mation that may be used to separate and identify the components in complex mixtures. To

meet with different requirement from various different research areas, plenty of IMS instru-

ments have been developed, e.g., DTIMS, TWIMS, DMA, FAIMS and SLIM. Each of these

instruments has their own advantages and shortcomings. One of the main disadvantage is

that almost all the IMS instruments suffer from diffusion broadening, a ”random” movement

of ions in the gas phase that lowers the transmission, reducing the sensitivity of the instru-

ment, and is detriment to the capability for separation. Even though RF technique has been

applied at low pressure system to confine the diffusion in the radial direction, which helps

to improve the sensitivity of the instrument, the diffusion in the axial direction has not been

effectively addressed. A varying electric field has been proven to be useful to constrain the

ions in the axial direction and results in what we have named: diffusion auto-correction. In

this work, a series of instruments were developed to improve on the separation sensitivity

and size range, based on the varying electric field in a drift tube, with a focus on trying to

narrow the distribution of ions and increase the resolution of the instrument.

Chapter 2 introduced the Inverted Drift Tube (IDT) system, where two opposite forces -

linearly increasing electrical force and a driven force from a gas flow - were employed in the

system. Previous work has explained that a linear electric field has diffusion auto-correction

that results in a compact ion distribution and high resolution. Here, the 2D Nernst-Planck

equation was solved for the first time to study the dynamics of ion distributions. The

axisymmetric analytical solution shows that axial diffusion confinement exits and even a

broad initial packets of ions can be narrowed further than its starting distribution, which

is impossible for other instruments. This ”correction” ability depends on the slope of the

electric field A. Given the solenoidal aspect of the field, the axial auto-correction comes

at the expense of diffusion broadening in the radial direction, that hampers transmission
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efficiency and sensitivity, but it is negligible if the ions are centered and could be solved with

the application of RF technology in a low pressure system. Numerical and analytical studies

were employed to investigate the ion distribution. The results proved that the distribution

can reach a asymptotic condition as time passes. Finally, the results are compared to a

similar principle in the TIMS system that uses low pressure. We show that, due to the

radial broadening of the packet, the stability of the ions in the radial direction when RF is

employed has limitation and small ions are prone to be lost. The non-constant velocity profile

at every cross section of the IDT is a unfavorable factor for the separation. As revealed in this

chapter, the gas flow evolves into a parabolic profile which is not constant inside the tube,

and incurs in the ions different axial velocities at different radial positions, in particular for

high mobility ions. When separating multiple mobilities, the tails that appear due to the gas

flow overlap other peaks in the experimental results, reducing the separation ability of the

instrument. Despite this disadvantage, the IDT system has excellent theoretical separation

capabilities with resolutions that rival the best gas phase separation systems as long as the

gas flow is controlled. A big advantage of the IDT is that larger mobility ions arrive at the

detector first, making it possible to be used for very large sizes.

Chapter 3 introduced Varying Field Drift Tube (VFDT) system to overcome the problem

of non-constant velocity profile appeared in IDT system. Opposite of the linearly increasing

electric field, VFDT applied a linearly decreasing electric field in the first half of the drift

region and a constant electric field for the rest of the drift length. A gas flow is only used

in the end of the tube to push the ions into the detector. The Nernst-Planck equation was

solved theoretically at the beginning of this chapter to reveal that the resolution of the VFDT

system is much higher than that of the regular DT. The diffusion auto-correction theory was

confirmed experimentally for the first time through testing a mixture of tetraalkylammonium

salts. The results show that the resolution achieved within the system is comparable to that

of a regular DT and only marginally better. It also shows that the radial broadening effect is

not important as long as the ions are centered so that the transmission is mostly unaffected.

The resolution, which is dependent on the applied voltage, reached a reasonable average

value of 90 in the experiments, where 130 could be obtained under very short initial pulses

with very low intensities. The transformation from ion arrival time distribution to the
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collision cross section or mobility diameter is calculated to be linear, making the method

easy to calculated mobilities for complex analytes. The reason for why the resolution was

only marginally higher was discussed in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4 described a High Voltage Pulse (HVP) technology applied on the VFDT

system. This chapter first discussed the difference between the spatial distribution and the

temporal distribution of the ions in the VFDT system, which is caused by the non-constant

drift velocity (in a regular DT, the drift velocity is constant, so the two distributions are

equivalent). What was calculated theoretically in Chapter 3 was the spatial resolution while

what is obtained experimentally is the time resolution, hence the existing difference. To take

advantage of the high spatial distribution of the VFDT, a high voltage pulse is incorporated

in the second half of the drift tube and applied at the time of interest. This causes the ions

to accelerate and reach the detector at a much higher drift velocity that with the VFDT,

considerably increasing the resolutoin of the system. A drift tube simulation was used to

study the diffusion auto-correction effect and shows that the ion distribution can be narrowed

in the axial direction when a linearly decreasing field is applied, while it can be constricted in

the radial direction when an linearly increasing field is employed. An adjustable pulse time

permits an narrower distribution than the initial source and much higher temporal resolution.

A set of experiments were designed to test the influence of different high voltages and pulse

times tHV P on the resolution and resolving power. Consistent resolution between 100 and

250 were obtained with resolving powers between 5 to 10. The resolution is unprecedented

for atmospheric pressure IMS systems with 21 cm of length and corresponds to an increase

of 3-5 fold. Finally, if RF were to be applied at low pressures, were the radial broadening

would not have a strong effect, it is expected that long drift tubes could result in resolutions

in the thousands.

Chapter 5 is an application of a drift tube system at low pressures. At He gas environ-

ment, we coupled a 4 meter DT to a MS instrument to corroborate the gas-phase structures

of homopolymer PEG and reveal their similarities with PCL and PDMS. The results were

compared with an atmospheric pressure DMA-MS instrument in N2 gas environments. The

comparison shows that the high resolution achieved with the drift tube allows many of the

gas phase transitions to be completely resolved clearly for the first time where charge states
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“interweave.” These transitions seem to extend to very high charge states and masses (up to

the resolving power of the instrument and up to hundreds of kDa) without any observable

difference in the self-similar family shapes. These results, in turn, revealed the importance

of the resolution and resolving power to an IMS instrument. The higher the resolution and

resolving power, the larger the peak capacity and the better the performance of the instru-

ment. The resolution of the 4 meter drift tube at low pressure environment is about 150 for

singly charged and up to 400 for multiply charged ions, while the 21 cm HVP-VFDT system

achieved a resolution of 250 in an atmospheric pressure environment.
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7. FUTURE WORK

• Modification of the ionization method

Even though the electrospray ionization method has many advantages, like the stability

and transferring ions directly from solution to gas-phase with little fragmentation, it has

some disadvantages, for example, it is hard to control the charges. The problem appears

when separating large particles which contains multiple charges. Since the IMS systems

separate the ions based on their mobility (dependent of the charge), multiple charges will

result in an overlap of individual peaks, making the separation difficult. A corona discharge

and radioactive ionization source will be tested in the future to produce singly charged ions

and try to obtain the size range that can be achieved with these systems.

• Increase the size detection range

The measurement range of a regular drift tube is, in general, limited to a few nanometers

and samples we have already tested in the experiments were tetraalkylammonium salts, that

the calculated diameter is around 1 − 3 nm. Due to the properties of fast response time and

high resolution, we would like to develop a drift tube that can be applied in the analysis of

aerosol field at atmospheric pressure where the particle size is 0.001−10µm. We have tested

large particles (10 nm) with ESI method, the individual peaks were superimposed on each

other and cannot be distinguished. When the ionization method is modified, the different

varying field instruments will be tested to separate 10 nm, 50 nm and 100 nm particles.

• Optimize the construction of Drift tube

The current instrument is based on a regular drift tube from Kanomax company, which

is used to separate small particles sizes (under 10 nm). To separate large particles, high

electric fields are required in the drift region. However, the thickness of the electrodes has

not been optimized and the electric field in the system is not as uniform as we would like.

Therefore, future work will consist in narrowing the thickness of the electrode rings so that

more electrodes can be placed or the voltage increased by increasing the insulation portion

without the fear of voltage breakdown. Moreover, the inner diameter of the electrode, the
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length of the drift region and the flow condition should be taken into account and optimized

through CFD and electric field simulation to reduce the diffusion in the radial direction and

the effect of the flow field.

• Increase the signal intensity and reduce the noise

The ion current is too small to be depicted on the screen, so it was transformed into

voltage signal and got amplified 1E10 times through an Keithley electrometer (Model 428-

PROG, FL, USA) with a 300µs filter to reduce the noise. To increase the sensitivity of the

instrument, a new electrometer is needed with amplification of 1E(11) or 1E(12). Usually,

a increased amplification is accompanied with high intensity of the noise, the RC-CR circuit

loop has been empirically proven to be useful to deal with the signal saturation problem and

average the noise. And the detector including the BNG cables connected to the amplifier

should be totally shielded to protect the signal from the interference of external environment.

• Coupling to a Mass Spectrometer

The coupling of Ion Mobility to Mass Spectrometry is widely used for analysis, as it

gives one more dimension of information of the ions, making it possible to separate complex

mixtures, especially for ions ions of similar mobilities and/or isotopomers. For example, in

Chapter 5, a 4 meters high resolution drift tube was used to coupled with a mass spectrometer

to determine the structure information of the polymers. The HVP-VFDT system will be

coupled through an API to a mass spectrometer to investigate the properties of aerosol

particles as it is expected to greatly outperform the DMA-MS instrument.

• SLIM platform with autocorrection principles

At the end of this thesis, we have begun the construction of a SLIM platform. Instead of

the typical T-wave system, we will make use of a modified varying field voltage that has

autocorrection features. This will be the first time that the autocorrection will be taken

advantage of at low pressures in RF systems. With an 8m board, we expect resolving powers

that may reach 1200 in one pass.
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